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PRE FAC E
This is the Final Report on the research and development of advanced power control
techniques and their adaptation to Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) regulation technol-
ogy in the manner necessary to form a maximum-power-point-tracking ( MPPT )
spacecraft power system. The MPPT (or Maximum-power-tracker - MPT) system
is oriented towards application to the Nimbus meteorological satellite power supply
subsystem, however, the concepts and techniques developed are extendable to most
spacecraft. This program was performed by the Astro-Electronics Division of RCA,
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under Contract No. NAS5-3248.
The period covered by the report extends from 16 June, 1965 to 10 October, 1967.
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FOREWORD
The contract work was formulated around typical parameters applicable to the
early design of the Nimbus B spacecraft. However, the techniques and their
adaptation are suitable for any earth-orbiting space vehicles. It should be noted
that wherever references appear herein to the Nimbus B spacecraft, the param-
eters are typical of those specified early in the design and should not be construed
to be actual specified values of the present Nimbus B configuration.
The technical guidance was provided, since the inception of work, by Mr. Charles
M. MacKenzie, NASA Technical Officer; the technical direction at AED was pro-
vided by Mr. R. C. Greene, Project Manager for this contract. The following
personnel of the RCA Astro-Electronics Division contributed significantly to the
successful completion of the contract.
Mr. C. A. Berard
Mr. A. S. Cherdak
Mr. F. E. Colucci
Mr. J. L. Douglas
Mr. A. O. Johnson
Mr. L. T. McCloskey
Mr. P. S. Nekrasov
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i°i
INTRODUCTION
Summary
During the past few years, considerable effort has been spent by both
industry and government to improve the performance of space power
systems. One of the significant advances has been the development of
practical Maxinmm Power Point Tracking (MPPT) systems which offer
greatly increased operational capability over conventional systems.
This report presents the background and evolution of practical MPPT
space power systems from the basic technology of pulse-width-modulated
switching voltage regulators°
First generation (low-speed) MPPT systems operated on the principle
of slowly varying the operating point of the source to locate the maximum
power point. A sensing mechanism measures MPPT output current and
utilizes the impedance multiplication transformation properties of a
constant frequency puise-width-moduiated regulator to locate and track
the maximum power point. However, this system has several severely
limiting properties (Cog., susceptibility to load transients, and inability
to locate the maximum power point under certain load conditions ) which
preclude its use on many spacecraft°
Therefore, the requirements for the second generation (high-speed)
MPPT system are as follows:
Must be capable of tracking the maximum power point regardless
of the load input characteristics;
Must be capable of maintaining proper MPPT operation for a
fluctuating source (eo go, spin-stabilized spacecraft with fixed
solar arrays );
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Must provide performance characteristics comparable to the low-
speed system (i°e., power transfer efficiency, multiple-battery-
channel operation, and load protection features );
Must be capable of responding to load transients as rapidly as
does the source ( solar array); and
Must be capable of operation with source voltages up to 100 volts
d-c, source powers in excess of 1000 watts, and output currents
up to 15 amperes per channel.
The basic concept for the high-speed MPPT system employs the
techniques of a variable-frequency, pulse-width-modulated
(transistor) switch. Opening and closing the switch
shifts the operating point either towards the open-circuit-
voltage or short-circuit-current condition of the source,
respectively. Instantaneous source power is sensed and
allows the source maximum power point to be detected; this,
in turn, causes the state of the switch to change and
reverses the direction of the operating point shift. Repe-
tition of this process causes the system operating point
to oscillate about the maximum power point of the source
at the operating frequency of the transistor switch. Thus,
the speed of response to load changes is approximately
that of thesource. The control circuitry associated with
the sensing and logic functions operates at rates up to
i00 kHz to allow adequate source power sampling during each
state of the switch. Integrated circuits are used for logic
and analog functions in the control circuitry and reduce
control-circuit bias power.
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Experimental models of both low and high-speed MPPT systems
were constructed, tested, and delivered. Results of the
tests are presented herein.
The second-generation MPPT system provides a means of
efficient power conditioning which can result in significant
increases in space power system capability. Of additional
importance is the applicability of the basic technology
to all types of spacecraft, and the wide variety of power
system configurations with which the high-speed MPPT system
concept may be used.
1.2 General
A typical power system for an earth-orbiting satellite is
shown on Figure i-i. The system consists of a solar-cell-
array primary energy source, a nickel-cadmium energy storage
system, and appropriate power control circuits. Orbit periods
of 90 to 120 minutes with sun-time occultation ratios of
2-to-i are common for systems of this type.
Ideally, during the sunlit portion of an orbit, all available
energy from the array would be delivered, either to spacecraft
loads through an efficient non-dissipative load bus regulator,
or to change the battery through appropriate battery charge
control and protection circuits. During the dark portion
of the orbit, energy stored in the battery during the charge
cycle is delivered to the load. Proper design assures energy
balance during the life-time of the spacecraft.
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SOLAR CELL I l
ARRAY
BATTERY CONTROL
AND PROTECTION
I C RCU TS
"BATTERY
i
SHUNT
DISSIPATOR
1
NON-DISSIPATIVE _ACEC
LOAD BUS TO
REGULATOR RAFT
J LOADS
Figure 1-3. A Typical, State-of-the-Art Solar Power System
There are potential problems associated with the co_=only used power
system configuration. As the array emerges from the Earth's shadow,
the low solar cell temperature drives the array maximum power point
to a voltage far in excess of the operating voltage range (determined
by the maximum battery charge voltage) for which the syste_ shown
on Figure I-i is customarily designed. The array output voltage is
clamped to a relatively low initial battery recharge voltage level,
plus a small charge regulator drop. The resulting quiescent power
point is at a level far bel_ the potential power capability of a
cold-cell array. The advantage of having nearly the same current
flow at the array output, but at a much larger voltage is not realized.
Figure l-2,based on actual data for an earth-orbiting spacecraft,
typifies the situation. The solid line on the graph indicates maximum
available power during satellite day. The associated energy could
be stored in the battery or delivered to loads. The dotted line
optimistically indicates the maximum power extracted from the array
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by the conventional system. In this case, utilization of maximum
available power would allow roughly a I00 watt, or 20 percent reduction,
in solar array power requirements. Based on nominal solar array
costs of $250/watt, this would result in a new savings of $25,000
per spacecraft.
750
700
J
s0o-
3501 •-
0
f
! I
Pave = 580 W
jJ
I_'7-
_'_ LOAD
Pave = 440W
i I 1 I I I
10 20 30 40 50 60
SUN TIME (MINUTES)
..--,,
68 7 70
Figure 1-2. Maximum Available Array Power and Power Utilized
By a Conventional Power System Vs. Sun-Time.
As the spacecraft goes further into the sun-illuminated portion of
flight, the solar cell temperature rises, thus reducing the maximum
power point voltage of the array to more nearly match the battery
charge voltage. When battery recharEe is accomplished, t,he charge mechanism
reduces the charge current, thereby creating a condition of excess
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energy, and as a result, excess voltage at the array output. Generally,
the excess energy is absorbed either in the charge controller or in
a specially designed excess-power dissipator. In either case, in-
tolerably large amounts of power may have to be dissipated. The
resulting spacecraft thermal balance problem becomes particulary
severe where there is a large design difference between the beginning-
of-llfe and end-of-life array output.
The application of recent advances in power-conditioning technology
will substantially increase spacecraft life, or load capabilitF, by
assuring an optimum source-to-load energy transfer. This concept,
referred to as "Maximum Power Tracking" (MPT), involves the delivery
of maximum available source power (in this case, solar-array power)
to the spacecraft, regardless of source variations caused by en-
vironment or time. Optimum energy transfer results from the adaptive
control of pulse width modulation (P_M) power-conditioning circuits.
These effectively match the input impedance of the spacecraft to
the output impedance of the solar array at its maximum power point.
The spacecraft storage system plays an important role, in that any
instantaneously available array energy not immediately required for
spacecraft loads is delivered to storage. Storage overcharge control,
which is fully automatic, is achieved by overriding the maximum po_er
tracking control and intentionally mismatching the system and array
impedances to produce a less-than-optimum transfer of power. Load
demand is always accomplished on a preferential basis. Use of this
mismatching technique completely obviates the need for a power sink,
such as a shunt limiter, and eliminates a severe thermal problem.
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1.3 Impedance Matching 'l?Lrough E_M Techniques and Attaining Maximum
Power Transfer
The solar array operating_ point can be changed by changing the load
impedance to which it is applied. This is illustrated by Figure 1-3.
A
Z
LU
G=
nc
(J
>-
<
RL3
RL 2
S
ARRAY VOLTAGE (V S)
RL1
Figure 1-3. Variation of Operating Point With Load
A PWM regulator is, in effect, a d-c impedance transformer capable
of making a single load-resistance appear as an infinitely variable
load to the array.
The impedance transformation properties of a PWM device are shown on
Figure l-[m. Here, the switch opens and closes at a constant repetition
rate of frequency, f. The ratio of closure time tO_ , to the period,
T, is the duty-cycle 0_, which is controllable.
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Is
--E S
I
SW
t DUTY
CYCLE
-,, _ VS
L1
CR1
YO
i
Figure 1-4. Basic PWM Circuit, Simplified Schematic
If the average power delivered to _ is the dc power, and losses in the
switch and the filters are negligible, then
_m
(Vs)2
s
Ps
(I.i)
where:
Ps = power delivered by source
but, if the switching network is essentially non-dissipative,
PS " PO
(Vo)2
(1.2)
and,
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(Vs)2
l% =
(Vo)2
RL (1.3)
However, if the filter, _ - CI - CRI, is an averaging filter, then
Vo " O(Vs (1.4)
or
Vs = VO
C_
Therefore,
Vo 2 RL RL
m
- Vo2(X2 0<2 (i._)
Therefore, controlling the duty-cycle of a PWM device will control its
input impedance.
This is shown graphically on Figure i-5
1.0 RL
1 0 > (lI > (/-2
OPERATING f/ _ _1
POINTS / / _
/ / 1 /
CURRENT I / / /3 ] (t2
(Is )
L
ARRAY VOLTAGE (V S)
!
Figure 1.5. PWT! Control of Load Line
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Thus indicating operating point control by controlling C_.
Assumingthe PWMto be non-dissipative as before,
Po = PS
(1.6)
and the array power is then delivered to the load resistor.
As shown on Figure 1-6, by selecting _ to intersect the Is - V s
characteristZc at a voltage lower than the maximum power voltage,
an _can be found which will result in maximum array po_er being
delivered to RL.
O0
P2
VS
Figure 1-6. Source P-V and I-V Curves
Substitution of a low impedance load, such as a battery, does not
change control capability. This is shown on Figure 1-7.
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VS
Is
Ti° iv
xo
m_
T
V 0 _ V 8
Figure 1-7. PWM Device with Battery Load
The average output voltage is now determined by the battery terminal
voltage.
vo - vB - CZvs
The voltage presented to the source side of the switch becomes
vB
vs ,, _ (1.7)
Graphically, (Figure 1-8) the short term I-V characteristic of a battery
is almost a vertical line.
1-1l
p-
z
UJ
OC
OC
D
OC
<
BATTERY VOLTAGE (VB)
Figure 1-8. Short Term Battery I-V Curve
The battery voltage,_en reflected to the PWM input terminals as
modified by the duty-cycle, _X , is shown on Figure 1-9 for values
of C_ less than I.O.
1
VS -- --
1.o o_
OPERATING
t)3
VB
Figure 1-9. PWM Control of Battery Type Load Line
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By selecting VB to be lower than the maximum power voltage of the array,
an C_ can be found such that maximum source power will be delivered to
the battery,
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2.0
2.1
SYS TEM CONS IDETL_T IONS
System Design
The successful adaptation of the maximum power tracking technique
to spacecraft power systems requires careful consideration of various
possible source-to-load power flow configurations. The following
section considers general system confilurations and presents an
in-depth study of a specific "part-time parallel tracking system"
selected for implementation.
2.1.1 General Configuration
Topologically, the power flow in a spacecraft power system
would appear as in Figure 2-I. The arrows indicate the
direction of power flow.
Figure 2-1. Power-Flow Diagram For A Power System
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The extension of the power flow diagram to a rudimentary
power system diagram becomes obvious when one considers the
differences in the nature of available and acceptable power.
That is_ the leads require power in a form different from
that available directly from array and battery, and the battery
in genera_ requires power in a form not directly available from the
array. Insertion of the appropriate power conditioning functions
into the power flow diagram results in the basic power system
of Figure 2-2(a).
Since this arrangement is highly suggestive of a delta-connected
system, it immediately implies the possibility of transformation
to other configurations. Figure 2-2(b) and (c) represent two
possibilities, the Wye and the open delta configurations
respectively. Note that in all three cases, the fundamental
power flow topology shown in Figure 2-1, and indicated by the
arrowsj is preserved.
Selection of a specific configuration, which might be termed
the optimum, necessarily involves a detailed study of the
implications of each. (The nature of each of the undesignated
boxes in Figure 2-2 and related parameters.)
The syste_ cc_figuration of Figure 2-2(b) was employed to develop
the HPT concept. However, the principles of MPT System design
evolved in this program are also applicable to the other con-
figurations.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2-2. Some Basic Power System Configurations
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2.1.2 PowerTracker Configurations
Following the selection of a system configuration, analyses
and tradeoffs of the various power trackers were madeto
determine their relative ability to maintain the spacecraft
in a state of energy balance. Results of the analyses were
indicative of the efficiency of each system comparedand
served to recommendthe most suitable approach for use in a
particular mission. The Nimbus meteorological satellite is a
typical mission which was used as a basis of comparison in
this program.
Three tracking systems were investigated and compareto a non-
tracking Nimbus (1)power subsystemusing a PWMload bus regulator.
A brief description of each of the three tracking systems is
given below.
a. Series Tracker
The block diagram of Figure 2-3 shows a two-module series
tracker, but it is understood that manymore modules can
be involved.
The tracker is placed in series with the array. Vmax,
I of the array appears at the tracker input at allmax
times (less allowance for losses), regardless of the
load magnitude at the regulated bus voltage VR. The
The NimbusB _ower Subsystemis described in "Nimbus Power Systems 1960-1969".,
C.M. MacKenzie, NASA,GoddardSpace Flight Center, R.C. Greenblatt and
A.S. Cherdak, RCA,presented at 1966 Aerospace and Electronic Systems
Convention, Wash. D. C., October, 1966.
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Figure 2-3. Series P ower Tracker
series tracker output voltage is determined by the battery
as shown; but the product of the tracker output power is
equal to Vma x x Ima x of the array, times a more or less fixed
efficiency factor of the tracker (neglecting minor losses
peculiar to the method of Pmax acquisition to be explained
later). The series tracker output is thus equal to the Ps_ax
of the solar array at any time, less unavoidable losses; the
tracker system of this type is full-time, since Pmax is tracked
at all times regardless of the load magnitude.
The series tracker output is shared by the battery, and by
the P_ regulator input requirement determined by the instan-
taneous load.
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The battery protection mechanismis not shownon the block
diagram. It consists of circuits designed to monitor various
battery quantities such as voltage, current, and temperature,
and to cause a decrease of the battery charge current by
decreasing the tracker output, whenever a safe combination
of the three measured quantities are exceeded.
b. Full-time Parallel Tracker
In a parallel tracker, the tracking device is placed in series
with the battery; the series combination is electrically in
parallel with the array m_d the load as sh_n in Figure 2-4.
The parallel tracker maximizes hhe power difference betwee_
the array output and the load requirement during charge. The
array V thus appears at the tracker input, as in the
max
series tracker. During daytime discharge, Vma x is maintained
causing maximum arr_ power (less circuit losses) to be delivered
to the load through the PWM Load Bus Regulator. The required
power difference (as during a peak load) is taken frem the
battery through the PWM discharge regulator (DR).
The full-time parallel tracker system is designed so that the
battery discharge during a daytime peak load is minimized. Even
though the tracker unit is no longer activ_ during discharge,
the PWM load bus regulator will then set the operating point
at approximately the array maximum voltage, if there is sufficient
load demand. Maximum array output is thus drawn first, before
the battery is allowed to discharge. Lowest possible battery
discharge is therefore assured.
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Figure 2-4. Full-Time Parallel Power Tracker
The battery protection implementation is very similar to that
described for the series tracker in Paragraph 2.1.2a.
c. Part-Time Parallel Tracker
The part-time parallel tracker operation is, in every way,
identical to that of the f_ll-time parallel tracker, so long
as the power system remains in the battery charge mode. During
battery discharge, however, the array Vma x voltage can no
longer be maintained, at which time the system is operated
in the non-tracking mode as is the Nimbus B System.
It can be seen (Figure 2-5) that in the part-time tracker the
battery discharge path (thru D2 diodes) is connected to the
PWM regulator input. Isolation between the PWM regulator
input and the battery discharge voltages can thus no longer
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Figure 2v5. Part-Time Parallel Power Tracker
be maintained in the manner in which it was in the full-time parallel
tracker which was discussed in the preceding section. Consequently,
iu the part-time tracker, the PWM regulator input voltage is roughly
equal to the battery voltage when in discharge; usually several volts
removed from the array V
r_x"
2.1.3 Comparison of Power Trackers
As a method of comparison of the three configurations it
will be assumed that the most desirable performance is achieved
when the battery charge is maximized (or, when battery discharge
is minimized) for any given set of fixed conditions of load and
array temperature. With this approach adopted as a standard
of quality, the method of comparison consisted of plots of
available battery charge and discharge currents vs. load,
for different array outputs, for each of the systems compared.
The basis for the analysis and a sample calculation are shown
in Appendix I.
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An alternate approach would be to compute the energy transfer
efficiencies for each system and to compare the efficiency
factors. In order to pursue that approach, however, a parti-
cular set of power requirements would have to be assu_ed which
would result in a loss of generality. This type of analysis
is presented in Paragraph 2.2.
Both extremes of the end-of-life array temperature were cm-
sidered, i.e., the coldest array as when emerging from the
earth's shadow (-80°C, and corresponding roughly to
the steady-state, or thermal equilibrium temperature (+ho°c).
two states of the array output result in two families of
battery current vs. loadplots as shown in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6. Performance Comparison of Tracker Syst_,s
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The non-tracking system performance shownon the graph has
been obtained from Nimbus B data. Even though the plot shown
applies to +40°C array temperature, it can be stated that
colder array temperatures would have little effect on the solid-
line plot shown for the non-tracking system.
The tracking system performance, on the other hand, is greatly
influenced by the array temperatures as shown. The plot clearly
shows the superiority of a tracking system because it is able
to take advantage of the increased array power during the
temperature transient, by being able to supply a much larger
total charge current for a time (given a fixed load requiremerA).
During steady-state array temperature, a tracking system
should show little, if any, advantage over a well-designed
conventional non-tracking approach. Therefore, the plots
corresponding to the steady-state temperature are located
relatively close to one another, as expected.
Another significant conclusion drawn from the graph is that a
full-time parallel tracker is always more efficient (i.e., it
supplies more charge, draws less discharge) than the series
tracker, regardless of the load magnitude or the array temperature.
Confirmation of this conclusion may be established, if it is
considered that in the series approach all of the array power
is subject to the tracker inefficiency, whereas in the parallel
tracker only the battery charge is subjected to that loss.
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It has been stated that the part-time parallel tracker operates
the same as its full-time counterpart when in "charge". The
graph shows, at equilibrium temperature, both types of
parallel trackers continuing together up to a load of about
291 watts; for a slightly hi_her load, the p_rt-time tracker
drops out of the tracking mode as shown by the arrow pointing
downwards to the plot of the non-tracking system, and continues
along the latter plot for all hi_her loads.
As the load is decreased, the part-time tracker follows the
non-tracking plot until zero discharge condition is reached.
The graph shows this to correspond to about 208 watts load.
Further slight load decrease causes the system to resume
tracking; added power suddenly released by the arrs_" is delivered
as a step charge to the battery, as shown by the upward-pointing
arrow.
The apparent hysteresis effect occurring over the 208-291-watt
range can be illustrated further, using the familiar P-V plot
(Fiomare 2-7).
Based on the foregoing analysis, the various power-tracl_r
configurations and their relative advantages are considered
below:
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a. Full-Time Trackers; Series vs. Parallel
The most significant advantage of the series tracker approach
is that it is the simplest system with a full-time tracking
capability. The two salient disadvantages of this configuration
are: First, the series tracker reduces the effective Pmax
output of the solar array by an amount greater than the equivalent
parallel tracker; and second_ load sharing problems can occur
in a series tracker due_ primarilyp to differences in battery
voltage.
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Compared to a series tracker, the faLl-time parallel tracker
in the Nimbus system (see Figure 2-6) will produce as much
as one ampere more charge current, depending on load: the
greater the load, the more advantageous the parallel tracker,
since less array power is subject to the tracker loss.
In discharge, the series tracker demands a greater total
discharge cL1rrent by slightly more than one ampere.
The foregoing applies to the steady-state array temperature
condition. Colder array temperatures point up the efficiency
advantages of a full-time parallel tracker even mor_, thus,
the charge is greater by up to about 1.5 amperes, and the
discharge is lower by two amperes when the array temperature
is minimum.
For the end-of-life Nimbus system, the full-time parallel
tracker would provide nearly one ampere-hour more reclmrge
per orbit, compared to a series tracker. This is a considerable
advantage, in view of the fact that the total recharge per
orbit at end-of-life is on the order of five ampere-hours.
b@ Parallel Tracker, Full-Time vs. Part-TLme
The full-time version of this type of tracker requires the
complexity of a discharge regulator to ma_nbain isolation
between the PWM regulator input and t_ battery bus, and
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sensing and logic circuitry to turn it on at the proper t_ae
as well as to keep it off during the charge cycle. The
part-time tracker is, therefore, a muchsimpler approach,
and the final tradeoff s_1ouldbe based on the duration of
the discharge anticipated during daytime and on the timing
of the peak load causing the discharge.
Since the part-time parallel tracker cm_not track during
discharge, it will draw more battery discharge current during
a peak load. In fact, the discharge will equal the amount
drawn in the non-tracking Nimbus B system. In equilibrium
temperature, the difference is approximately one ampere.
Thus, the part-ti_e tracker will cause an added total discharge
of orm ampere-minute, per minute of peak load duration, under
conditions of steady-state array temperature. For a ten-minute
peak, and assuming eight four-ampere-hour batteries, the added
discharge would amount to 0._ percent of the total stored
capacity.
Under conditions of colder array temperature, the difference
would be greater, if a large enough peak load is applied.
It cmu be concluded that, although the full-t_ae parallel
tracker will perform better, given a perfectly general application,
the performance improvement over the part-time tracker will be
slight (if any) under certain selected conditions. If there
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are no peak loads during daytime, the two will perform equally
well; if the peak loads are short-daration, and particulary, if they
occur during the latter part of the satellite daytime, the
difference wlll be small.
In view of the typical requirements considered above, and based
on the discussion of the relative merits of the three tracker
systems, it was concluded that the part-time parallel tracker
was most suitable in a Nimbus type mission and was therefore
adopted for development in this program.
2.l.h Other System Considerations
The follc_ing are areas considered fundamental to ar_ one of
the MPT system configurations, to the extent that a practical
system could not be implemented without solutions _or these
requir m,e nts.
a. Multiple Batteries and Current Sharing
A basic requirement placed upon an MPT system has been that
of operating with one or more batteries (with eight as a
practical limit). There are several reasons for this: ore
being the fact that the MPT was developed with the Ni_us
application in mind (up to eight parallel batteries) and
another being increasir_ load demands, particularly in long
term manned missions. The latter has dictated electrochemical-
energy-storage capacity far beyond the state-of-the-art for
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• single battery. It must be concluded, after examination
of mar_r spacecraft power systems, that direct parallel charging
of the commonly used batteries (Ni-Cd, Ag-Cd) is not desirable
and, in fact, is to be avoided.
This requirement has dictated separate charging mechanisms
for each battery. It is conceivable_ that through some judicious
set of procedures, the electronic circuits comprising each separate
charging mechanism might be made identical in performance.
Despite any such matching, the inherent differences between
batteries which preclude direct parallel charging would certainly
negate the matching efforts. In addition, the costs involved
in producing electronic assemblies, in matched sets of eight,
plus spares become prohibitive.
In order to overcome the inherent differences in both batteries
and in similar electronic assemblies, the multiple battery
system must have provision for actively and equally sharing
available charge current. This provision has been made in the
MPT system and is described in Paragraph 2.3.
b. Battery Considerations
In the MPT System, the battery must be capable of accepting
recharge at high rates. Without this capability, instantaneously
available arr_ power, not required by the load, might not be
completely useable. This would result in an effective decrease
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in the average available arrs_ p_er and consequently, either
a loss in programming capability for a given array, or a larger
array for a given load than would otherwise be required.
High rate charging of conventional nickel-cadmium batteries
does not appear to present any significant problems until the
state-of-charge of the battery approaches 80 percent. At
this point, generation of high, internal cell pressures and
the possibility of hydrogen evolution render the high charge
rate unattractive.
Application of the auxiliary or third electrode, Ni-Cd,
battery cell would appear a promising solution to this problem.
This type of cell is reported to have the capability for accepting
recharge in a cyclical routine at rates through the "C" rate.
Another possible solution is the use of a conventional Ni-Cd
battery with an ampere-hour meter. The meter would recognize
the onset of the fully charged condition and would cause the
power system to act, based on the state-of-charge, in such
a manner as to eliminate the possibility of damage to the
battery.
Any of the above alternatives require that protective functions
be introduced into the power system to prevent irreversible
damage to batteries as a result of excessive overcharge. A
detailed description of the battery protection fUnctions is
included in Paragraph 2.3.
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2o2 Systems Analysis
There are obviously many approaches to be taken in evaluating the
performance and/or relative worth of a power system. An energy-balance
analysis comparing the full-time tracking systems with a conventional
power system (Nimbus A power system), is discussed in the following
paragraph. A second analysis, utilizing a graphical approach for
ascertaining_ instantaneous behavior of a tracker system is presented
in Appendix II.
In order to design a power tracking system, it is necessary to predict
the scanning frequency and tracking accuracy which will be obtained.
Analytical expressions for these parameters are presented.
2.2.] Energy Balance Comparisons
A basis for compariso_ of the effectiveness of spacecraft power
systems in transferring source power is the obtainable additional
operating load which can be supported in orbit fc_ consistent
source and required-load profile characteristics for the period
of a fixed mission.
The existing Nimbus power systems are compared here with a Maximum
Power Tracker (MPT) system in terms of operating load with a
typical Nimbus A load power profile, as shown in Figure 2-8,
as required load. Solar array performance is predicted upon
degradations and tolerances formulated by RCA for the Nimbus A
configuration as of March 25, 1964. The array temperature profile
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employed, Figure 2T9, was constructed primarily from telemetry
data from Orbit 15 of the Nimbus A Flight One vehicle.
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a. Nimbus A Power System
This syst_a, in its rudimentary form as shown in Figure 2-i0,
will be the base-line system for the following analysis.
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Here, there is a direct correspondence between load and battery,
and array current. As such, the average daytim_ array current
required to support the load power profile may be determined
and used to estimate orbital life. Figure 2-11 shows the load
power profile converted to load current at the -24.5 volt bus
with shunt losses of 1.2 amperes (day) and 0.8 ampere (night)
added. The regulated bus current, Irb , is equal to the load
current, _, using the passive series voltage regulator.
An energy balance equation in terms of ampere-minutes determines
the average arr_ current (Is) required per orbit.
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_TD is
dt = i load dt + KB zBattery Discharge dt
T D + T N
where _ - charge-to-discharge ratio of battery, a function
of temperature. Assume KB - 1.2
and, from Figure 2-11
68.7 I
S
(5.57 x 9.9) + (7.75 x 44.8) + (6.2 Is)
+ (5.9 ×3.3) + (5.57 ×4°5)]
+1.2 [.(14.55 -I s ) (4.1) + (11.85- Is ) (2.1)
+ (5.17 x 34.9)]
(2.1)
(2.2)
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Figure 2-11. Load Current Profile Including Shunt Losses
solving for Is,
I = 10.9 maperes
S
This is the minimum average array current required per orbit
to maintain positive energy balance with the Nimbus A power system.
This current must be delivered to the power system at an unregulated
voltage level Vu which is compatible with the series regulator,
battery, and charge llmiter.
Assume (for nominal operating temperatures):
Average VB charge = 1.42V/cell x 23 cells = 32.16 V
Charge limiter + diodes + other insertion loss = 2.OV
Total - 34.16V
Allow VSA = 3h V
Therefore, the array must deliver 10.9 amperes (average) at 34
volts (average). Figure 2-12 is a plot of array current available
at 34 volts for the Nimbus A solar array as a function of time
in orbit and with temperature as a parameter. The average daytime
array temperature is obtained from Figure 2.9 as 34.]°C. The
array current characteristic for this temperature wil_ fall
between those for 28 and 55°C in Figure 2_12.
On this basis, the estimated operatiozml llfe for the above
power system is approximately I00 days in orbit.
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b. Modified Nimbus A Power System
The power system shown on Figure 2-i0 was modified by substituting
a FWMvoltage regulator for the passive series regulator.
Analysis of this system requires that the load power profile be
expressed in terms of current at the regulator input. This is
accomplished by applying the assumed regulator efficiency factor
_t = to the load and to current forO.9 power converting
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an average umregulat,ed bus voltage as follows:
Average unregulated bus voltaze when battery is char_,ing is:
Vuc h = VsA-V D = 34.0- 045 _ 33o5 volts
Average unregulated bus voltage when batter3 r i3 discharging is:
Vud Vbd - V D
(1.2 V/cell × 23 cells ) -045 = 27.6 -°45 :: 27o15
Allow
Vud =
27V°
In addition, a daytime shunt loss of O.h amperes is incl_led
for the charge cm_troller and other losses. The effective load
current profile is shown in Figure 2-]3.
Solving by means of Equations (2.1) and (2.2)
I = 8.73 amperes
S
is the minimum average array current required to maintain _e
system in positive energy balance. This is 80.] percenL of the
current required by the Nimbus A system.
This creates an average current of
AI
S
I - I = 10.9 - 8o73 = 2.17 amperes
s s required
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which is available for programming additional loads for the
I00 day orbital lifetime. Assume the added load is constant
throughout the orbit and is given by:
A PL =
I?TA Is (t c+t d)
t td t t
C n
--+--+ %_
Vuch Vud Vud
(2.3)
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wher_ •
_t " 0.9 is regulator average efficiency
_I s 2.17 amperes is the excess array current
S
t = 62.5 minutes is duration of daytime battery charge
c
td = 6.2 minutes is duration of daytime battery discharge
tn = 34.9 minutes is duration of nighttime battery discharge
KB = 1.2 is battery charge-to-discharge ratio
and
AP L " 36.7 watts
The average day and night load power is given by:
] f p dt
Poave = tc +td+t n Jtc +td+tn
L2.&j
and may be calculated to give
P
o
ave
= 142.5 watts for the load profile of Figure 2-8.
The increased load capability is then given as
PL x i00 =
36 °7 watts
142.5 watts
x 100 = 25.8% (2.5)
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c. Series MPT Power System
This system, in its basic form, is shown in Figure 2-14.
MPT
BATTERY OPERATING FUNCTIONS
• CHARGE DISCHARGE PATHS
• PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS
I
D
--_BATTERY
PWM _ PL
LOAD POWER
REGULATOR -24.5 VOLTS
_L
Figure 2-14. Basic Form of Series HPT Power System
The analysis of this system is not as definitive as thst for
the previously considered Nimbus A systems in view of _he
impedance transformation properties of the _'T and the load
regulator, both being pulse-width modulation devices. A more
fundamental form of energy balance equation must be employed
to determine the minimum average array power (Ps) which will
support the load profile.
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Figure 2,,15 shows spacecraft power requirements in terms of load
power at the regulated bus.
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Figure 2-15. Load Power Profile in Watts at Regulated Bus
The energy balance equation relates average array energy, W s
(in watt-minutes), to load and battery energy.
_ ,_o kvBDj LB N (2.6)
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where
WLA
WLB
WN
_a
_7c
VBc
VBD
PL
i,s
= load energy directly from array
= load energy from battery during T D
= load energy from battery during T N
= array to load power transfer efficiency
= battery to load power transfer efficiency
= array to battery power transfer efficiency
= battery charge/discharge ratio
= average cell charge voltage
= average cell discharge voltage
= load power
= average source power
By definition,
dt (2.7)
where: P = instantaneous power
and
_T Ps dt = --_-- VBCVBD
D
PL
PL
PL
< Ps
PL < Ps
dto
dt +
Pn dt ]
(2,8)
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this expression my be evaluated directly from Figure 2-15 and
the following values for the constants involved.
_?a = O. 81 average
_Tb = O. 9 average
_c = 0°9 average
= 1.2
VBC = 1.42 volts/cell
VBD = 1.2 volts/cell
and,
68.7 P
S = (1.2.9Xo9 II 1"42 I14 1 (326"7-Psi +34°92(I07°1)] .2 °
+ o811 [9°9(107ol) +44.8(160.6)+4ol Ps
(2.9)
+2.1 (261ol) + 3.3 (115.2) + 4.5 (107.1_
solving equation (2.9) for P
8
P = 313 watts
S
is the minimum average array power which will support the load
with the series MPT power system. This is 73.6 percent of the
available average array power of 425 watts.
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Figure 2-16 is a plot of available array power (i.e. at the
maximum power point) versus array temperature with orbital life
time as a parameter.
Figure 2,16, used in conjunction with the array temperature profile
of 2.9,yields the array power as a function of sun time. Per-
forming time integration over an orbit then provides the average
available array power which is shown versus time-ln-orbit in
Figure 2-17.
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Note that the MPT system could permit operation in excess of
bOO days in orbit base,_ on Figure 2_i7.
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Figure 2.17, Average Available Array Power vs. Life in Orbit
After I00 days in orbit, a system using a series MPT will have
an excess power of
/kPs = £s available - Ps required (2.10)
= 425 watts - 313 watts = 112 watts
which is available for additional load programming, thus in-
creasing the usefulness and versatility of the spacecraft.
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If this excess power were used to charge batteries, it would
result in an increase in nighttime load power as follows:
The additional nighttime load,
APs TD ub_c VBD
A PN -
T N ?;d VBC
112 x68.7 0.9 X0o9 1.2
Ap =
N 34.92 1.2 1.42
(2.11)
A PN = 125.8 watts
or, the total average nighttime load capability would be
PN = PNO + ApN = 107.1 +125.8= 232.9watts (2.12)
As the basis for comparison with the other system, assume the
extra load power is evenly distributed over the entire orbit as:
AP S T D
_, = _F_ _ (v_o._l (_'_')
+"<,7>,\t-_-$)j
112 x 68.7
+ xt0.9x0.
AP L
52.7 watts of additional loads
The increase in load capability is then _iven as
AP L
P
0
100 - 52.7 watts 100 = 37.0% (2.14)
142.5 watts
for the series MPT system.
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d. Parallel MPT Power System
The basic configurstion of the parallel _T is as shown in
Figure 2-4.
The analysis follows that of the series _T exactly except for
different efficiency factors. The following values for the
constants are use,
17a = Oo9 average
_Tb = O. 9 average
_7c = O° 9 average
77d = 1.2
Re-evaluatiag Equation 2.8, it is found that the minimum average
array power which will support the assumed load profile is
P = 276 watts
S
Again from Figures 2-16 and 2-17, it is shown that the exTpected
operational llfe will be greater than 600 days in orbit.
The excess source power after i00 days in orbit is
PS = 149 watts
Assuming the excess source power is evenly distributed over the
entire orbit, the add[tionsl load is calcalated using Equation
(2.13) as:
_P = 71,0 watts
L
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The increase in load capability is given as:
/_ PL 71.0 watts
100 = 100 = 49.8%
p 142, 5 watts
0
e@ System Comparison
From the foregoing analyses, it can be seen that the parallel
maximum power tracking system is the most efficient one, based
on either load capability or useful operational life. The following
list shows the relative additional load capability of each system
based on I00 days in orbit with a Nimbus A solar array:
Nimbus A (passive regulator) relative load power = 100% (baseline)
Modified Nimbus A (PWM regulator)
Series MPT w/P_ regulator
Parallel _T w/FWM regulator
- 137%
- 15o_
By applying the advantage gained from the use of a power tracking system,
the size of the solar array can be reduced. The following list
shows the relative solar array requirements based on lO0 days
in orbit with the Nimbus A solar array and the load profile of
Figure 2-8:
Nimbus A (passive regulator) relative array output = 100% (baseline)
Modified Nimbus A (PWMregulator)
Series MPT w/PWM regulator
Parallel MPT w/PWMregulator
- 74%
- 65%
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2.2.2 Scan Frequency and Tracking Accuracy
The frequency at which the syst_u oscillates about the maximum
power point in steady-state operation and the accuracy of the
tracking controls may be evaluated from the system parameters.
The scan frequency is _iven by
f
S
R
2vb 
(2.15)
wh_re :
V
sL
f = the scan frequency Lu cycles per second.
s
R = the rate at which the power switch duty-
cycle is changed by the scanner in %/100
per second.
V = the'power tracker output (battery) terminal
B
voltage.
= the lower scan limit of the source voltage.
Vsu = the upper scan limit of the source voltage.
In order to evaluate the equation, it is necessary to determine
the limits of the source voltage, VsL and V o These limitssu
are a function of the sensitivity o£ the output-current peak
detection circuitry, the power-transfer efficiency of the tracker
system, and the I-V characteristic of the source (solar array).
A solution using an analytical expression for the so_r array I-V
Characteristic results in a transcendental equation which ,my be
solved by computer.
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A more practical method for evalutating the source voltage
limits is by means of graphical analysis. The maximum error
in input power is given as
A1bVB
AP = (2.16)
s _7T
whePe:
AP
S
A%
7}T
-- is the maximum difference between the maximum source
power and the source power used,
= is the maximum change in output current before scan
reversal i. eo, the sensitivity of the output-current-peak-
detector.
= is the power transfer efficiency of the tracker system.
The power equation is given as:
P = P -Ap
s s max s
(2.17)
where *
P is the source power actually used,
s
P is the maximum source power,
S max
which may be solved graphically as shown in Figure 2-18,
permitting evaluation of the scan frequency.
Continuation of the analysis permits an expression for the
tracking accuracy to be found.
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From Equation (2.17),
P
S P (1-ET) = ps max s max
_7TPs max
{2.18)
where:
E
T
A_ vB
_?T Ps max
is the tracking error, and
(i-_) = the tracking accuracy.
Ps max
_s / I/ j
t
I
0 V s V$ L
Vsu
,-.....
SOURCE
POWER
CHARACTERISTIC
Figure 2_18. Graphical Solution for VsL and Vsu
Thus, the effectiveness of the power tracking system in
maintaining the operating point of the source at its maximum
power point maybe eva_lated. Design control of the tracking
error is obtained by varying the peak detector sensitivity (Alb).
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Control of the scan _requency may be obtained by varying the
scan rate (R) and the peak detector sensitivity (A_).
The details of the derivation of the above equations are
presented in Appendix III.
2.3 System Operational Description
2.3.1 System Function
The function of the Maximum Power Tracker is to provide for the
maximum transfer of energy from the source (solar array) to the
energy storage devices (batteries). This takes into account
the voltage and current limitations of the batteries and the
the present capability of the source. The various operating
modes are described below. A system functional diagram is
shown on Figure 2-19.
2.3.2 Modes of Operation
The Msxim_m Power Tracker has two basic modes of operation,
corresponding to orbital day and night.
a. Discharge Mode
The discharge mode occurs during the dark or night
portion of the orbit. Operation of the Maximum Power
Tracker during this mode is as follows:
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The beginning of spacecraft night is characterized by
the source (array) output becoming essentially zero.
The solar array bus voltage falls until it is slightly
lower than the battery voltage, at which tame the
discharge diodes become forward biased. The batteries
now supply the load power requirements through the
discharge diodes. Note that with the discharge
diodes conducting, the battery charge electronics
cannot function.
b. Charge Mode
The normal charge mode occurs during the daylight portion
of the orbit and can be considered for three conditions
of source capability. The first is the capability of the
array to supply more power than the batteries and space-
craft loads require; the second occurs when the array
can supply both the battery and load requirements only
if active control of the operating point is used; and
the third is that in which the array can no longer satisfy
the requirements of both loads and batteries.
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(i) Excess Array Capability
In this condition, the source has more power available
than the loads and the batteries require and the array
is operated (off the maximum power point) on its I-V
characteristic at a point as determined by the actual
system load requirements. This is essentially a fixed
operating point operation.
a. Control Unit
The current sensor, peak detector, and scar_er
functions are not required in this case and are not
permitted to control the operation by the battery
modules. They do however, continually attempt to
sense the maximum power point of the source. The
square-wave inverter is used to provide drive and
synchronization for all the battery modules.
b. Battery Module
The operation of a battery module is as follows:
In this mode, the battery voltage and temperature
are assumed to be within the acceptable limits and
no signal is applied to the reference level shifter
from the battery protective function(s). The
array is activated as the spacecraft enter3 the
daylight portion of the orbit and the batteries
begin to charge. The reference-level-shifter o.atput
senses that the maximum charge current is allowable.
This current level is preset and is designed into
the equipment, however, manual adjustment over t_e
range from 12 to 15 amperes is provided.
Since there is excess array power available, the
batteries will charge at the maximum allowable rate.
The charge-current sensor provides an analog output
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which is applied to differenc_ amplifier No. 1 where
it is compared with the signal from the reference
level shifter. If the current sensed is greater
than maximum allowable current, then the output
to summing point S2 increases. Also at point $2,
the synchronized sawtooth signal which determines
operating frequency is added to the charge-current-
error signal. This combined signal is threshold-detected
by Sc._mitt trigger No. 2. The Sct_itt trigger output
controls the a-c switch which applies and removes the
drive from the power switch. An increasing output
from difference amplifier No. 1 results in an
increasing_ duty cycle (off time) of Schmitt trigger No.2,
thereby increasing the on time of the power switch,
which in turn, tends to decrease the charge current.
The charge current sensor output is also applied to
the charge-current-equalization c_mparator wi_ere
it is compared with the current levels in other
battery modules. An error signal is generated and
is applied to summing point $3, to adjust the power
switch duty cycle and compensate for the unequal
currents. In addition, the scanner and the sawtooth
signals are added to the summing point, $3. The
total signal at point S3 determines the duty cycle of
the power switch when the protection functions are
inactive. Since the array power is greater than
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the load demand, the deliverable current (if the array
were operated at the maximum p_er poir_t) is greater
than the limiting current, as determined by the
protection function. The AND function input to the
a-c switch allows the Schmitt trigger (modulator),
to be activated for a shorter period og time to control
the power switch duty cycle. Therefore, the current
limiting protective function (which requires a
shorter duty cycle) controls the power switch,
causing the maximum power tracking function (SchmLitt
trigger No.l) to be inhibited.
An automatic adjustment is made to the charge rate
when the protection functions detect overvoltale,
high temperature conditions, or when an auxi]iaz_
input signal is sensed. At this time a signal is
generated at summing point S1, which causes the
reference level shifter output to provide the trickle
charge rate reference to difference ampld£ier No. 1.
When this decrease in maximum allowable charge
current occurs, the action of all functions i_ as
described above, except that the system is oFerated
at a lower quiescent point.
c. The operation under conditions of excess array
capability can be summarized as follows: The
charge current is limited to preset values which
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have been established for safe batter_, charging.
The source is biased to a point which satisfies
the demands of both the loads and the batteries.
This condition would normally occur during the
beginning of a mission (before the array has degraded)
or later in the mission if load power requirements
are unusually low. Note that transition bet_leen
this operating condition and those to be discussed
below is automatic.
(2) Sufficient Array Capability
In this state, the solar array (source) has enough
power capability to satisfy the requirements of the loads
and charge the batteries, if active control is exercised
over its operating point. If a fixed operating point
were to be used, the batteries might not be fully recharged
each orbit and the spacecraft would not, be in positive
energy balance.
a. Control Unit
The control unit is designed to detect the maximum
power point of the source and to exercise control
over the battery charge modules such that the source
is operated at or near that point.
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The output current sensor providss a signal which
is proportional to instantaneous power at the
operating point. This signal is then fed to the
peak detector which monitors the instantaneous
power.
Noting that the battery module contains a constant
frequency, pulse-width modulated, regulator, the
output (battery) voltaire is proportional to the
input (array) voltege by a factor equal to the
power switch duty cycle. Ttse output voltage is
essenti,lly fixed by the battery so that by controlling
the duty cycle the battery input volt,a_e is controlled.
If these variations in duty cycle are controlled,
then the operating point of tae source is bei,_g
controlled. In this system, control of t_ duty
cycle is derived from detection of the source
maximum power point as indicated by the output
current.
The scanner generates a signal which is capable of
varying the duty cycle from 0 to i00 percent
corresponding to all possible source operating
points. The scanner is free-running mud automatically
reverses if it reaches 0 or lO0 percent duty cycle
before maximum power is detected.
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To understand the acquisition and tracking of t_e
maximum power point, assume that the scanner is
indicating zero percent duty cycle and its output
is changing towards an indication of iOO percent
duty cycle. As the scanner output changes, the
duty cycles of the battery module power switches are
increasing and the source voltage decreases as
determir_d by battery voltage and duty cycle.
For the system configuration shown on Figure 2-19,
it is necessary to assume that the source has a
point of maximum power and that this point Is at
some voltage greater than the battery voltage.
It should be noted that other systems can be devised
using the same basic concept and similar techniques
for different sources (e.g. voltage at maximum
power is less than battery voltage). The discussiorJ
applies to this configuration only. If this were
not assumed, then duty cycles in excess of i00
percent would be required to operate at the maximum
power point. The only necessary assumption for the
power tracking system is that the source has a
point Of maximum power. As the source voltage
decreases, the source power output increases.
The instantaneous output current is sensed and
fed to the peak detector which compares this
level to the previous level which was sensed. If
the most recent sensed level is of an increase
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in source power output over the previous level,
the the new level replaces the previous one in
a memory device and the process repeats. If the
most recent sensed level is of a decrease in
source output power, then a signal is transmitted
which causes the scanner to reverse direction
(towards zero percent duty cycle) and the most
recent sensed level replaces that previously
applied to the memory device. Note that it is
necessary to pass the maximum power point in
order to detect the peak power and that as the
duty cycle now decreases, the source output
power is again increasing and the entire process
repeats. In this manner the source operating
point continually makes small excursions to
either side of the maximum power point m_d tracks
that point, performing system adjustments auto-
matically. Operation does not depend on the
initial conditions of the scanner.
b@ Battery Module
The battery module circuits act in response to
sensed battery conditior_, and duty-cycle control
information received from the power-tracker control
unit.
!
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In this mode, it is assume that the battery
voltage and temperature are within the acceptable
limits and that the charge current is less than the
maximum allowable value as determined by the
high-charge-limit reference. The duty-cycle re-
quired by the signal level at summing Junction
S2 is greater than the duty-cycle required at
summing point $3, thus the inputs to point S3
will control the system operation.
The charge-current sensor applies an analog
signal to the current-equalization comparator
where it is compared with signals from the other
battery modules. If the current level signal
from the module under consideration is greater
than that of the other modules, then the gating
diode will be forward-biased and the higher signal
will be applied to the other battery modules.
In this case the inputs to both sides of difference
amplifier No. 2 are the same and there is no
output and therefore, no change in the duty-cycle.
If the signal level from the module being con-
sidered is less than _at received from the other
modules, then the gating diode is reverse-biased and
an error signal is generated by difference
amplifier No. 2. This causes a decrease in signal
level at summing point $3, which results in a
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decrease in the power-switch duty cycle and a
corresponding increase in charge current. This
adjustment process continues until all modules
are carrying equal currents within an acceptable
tolerance.
The duty cycle of the power switch is determined
by the signal output of summing junction S3. The
inputs to S3 are (clockwise from outpuU): Scanner-
inhibit signal from battery-protectlon function,
current-equalization error signal, synchronized
sawtooth which determines operating frequency, and
the scanner signal which determines the approximate
duty cycle.
If the charge current should become greater than
the maximum allowable value, as determined by
the reference-level-shifter, then the current-
limiting action will occur as described previously.
C@ Summary
The operation under the conditions of sufficient
array capability can be summarized as follows:
The load demand is satisfied and the remainder
of the maxim_un available power is used to charge
the batteries. This is true, because the battery
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electronics actively track the maximum point
of the source and adjust the operating point
to coincide with that point. This condition
would normally occur throughout the major portion
of the spacecraft lifetime. The MPT benefits
are greatest towards the end of a mission
(as the array degrades) and during those
portions of the mission when the load power
requirements are unusually high.
(3) Insufficient Array Capability
In this case, the source power is not adequate
to supply the loads and recharge the batteries of
each orbit. The maximum power point controls are
operating and the source is operated at its maximum
power point.
a. Control Unit
Operation of the control unit is as described
in Paragraph(2)(a). The maximum power point of
the source is tracked and is maintained as the
system operating point.
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b@ Battery Module
The operation of the battery modules is controlled
by the battery conditions and the power tracker
control unit ix,the same manner as described in
Paragraph(2)(b).
The significant difference between insufficient
source capability and the previous cases is that
the total ampere-hour discharge of tne batteries
is greater than the ampere-hour charge (per
orbit) and the power system is not in positive
energy balance.
CQ Summary
The operation of the Maximum Po,:,erTracker under
the conditions of insufficient array capability
is identical to that of sufficient array capability
in that the power system is controlling the source
operating point so that it is at the maximum power
point. The difference is that energy balance is
no longer positive. This condition could occur
at the end of the mission (due to degradation of
the array), when the load power requirements are
exceptionally high, or if some failure occurred
which reduced the source capability or increased
the effective spacecraft load.
Note that in the above discussions of operating
modes, it was assumed that the protective functions
were inoperative. If at any time during the space-
craft operation, the system parameters described above
are not within the established criteria, the system
(or portion of the system) affected will automatically
revert to the applicable protected mode.
Details of these functions and their operation are
described in Paragraph 2.3.3.
2.3.3 Protection Functions
In order to ensure operation of the power system within the design
parameters, certain protective functions have been incorporated
into the battery module electronics. These functions automatically
hold the system operation within established safe limits. Protected
modes occur when certain system parameters do not agree with
limiting or allowable values as determined by the system and black-box
design specifications. These modes serve to protect the power
system from premature failures due to improper operation.
me Battery Voltage Limit
The maximum end-of-charge voltage characteristic of the battery
and its variation with temperature are known. Sensing of the
battery voltage to ensure that a maxlzaum value is not exceeded
is accomplished by temper stare compensated voltage divider No. 1.
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Temperature compensation (for battery temperature) is such
that all points on the voltage-temperature curve of the
battery appear as the same signal level at the divider output.
This output is compared to a fixed referenze by difference
_mplifier No. 3. If the battery voltage is below the maximum
value, there will be no output from the difference amplifier.
If battery voltage is greater than the a±lowable maximum,
then a positive output is applied to the reference level shifter
such that the shifter ouput senses that the maximum charge-
current should be reduced to something less than the maximum
rate is determined by the trickle-charge reference. System
action is as previously described. The reduction in current
level is controlled (as opposed to a switching operation)
over a few millivolt range of battery voltages. Each
batter)" module and battery is independent of the other moil,lea.
This function automatically resets when the battery voltage
decreases below the maximum allowable value.
b@ Battery Current Limit
The maximum charge current must be lLmited to a rate w!_ich
is determined from batter) _ considerations. The c[_arge curren5
is limited by the maximum current-reference 3ignal applied
through the reference-level shifter. This process has also
been previously described. Each battery module has independent
limiting of charge current.
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Co Battery Temperature Cut-off
The battery charging process must be limited if the battery
temperature exceeds a safe limiting value. A _amperature-
sensitive c_aponent of temperature compensated voltage
divider No. 2 is physically located on 9 or near, the battery
to sense temperature. If battery temperature exceeds a
preset limit, the output of the divider exceeds the threshold
level of the Schmitt trigger. This firing of the Schmitt
trigger causes a signal to be applied to the reference level
shifter which immediately establishes the trickle charge
rate ss the maximum allowable current. The trigger o_tput
is also applied to summing junction $3, to inhibit battery
module operatlou in response to the scanner signal. The
high-temperat_Ire protecbion function automatically resets
,_hen the battery temperature decreases below the preset safe
value. A small amount of hysteresis is present to further
protect the battery a_d prevent an oscillating cor_ition.
E_ch battery is independently protected.
2._ Selected Circuit Descriptions
In addition to the maximum power tracker completed schematics, detailed
descriptions of several unique circuite will be presented in this section.
Schematic diagrams of the MPT Control Unit m_d a MPT Battery Module are
shown in Figures 2-20 and 2-21 respectively.
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Figure 2-20. MPT Control Unit, Schematic
Diagram (RCA Dwg No. SK 18496_)
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Figure 2-21. MPT Battery Module Blectronics;
Schematic Diagram
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2.4.1 Power Switch Drive Circuitry
A power-switch-drive circuit capable of operation with MPT input
voltages as high as 1OO vdc was developed for this program.
As shown in Figure 2-?2, transistors Q1 and Q2 and associated
components comprise the power handling circuits.
Q1 switches load power and Q2 serves to alter_mtely inhibit
and enable Q1 as dictated by the output of the pulse-width-
modulator. Base drive for Q1 and Q2 is provided by the square
wave inverter circuit through transformers TIA and TIB. Resistors
R2 and R3 limit base drive to transistor _2 and R3 also serves
to limit drive to QI.
The primary windings of transformers TIA and TIB are connected
in series. The voltage impressed across terminals A-B will be
sb_redbetween TIA and TIB in proportion to the effective
(reflected load) impedance at the respective primaries. Switching
of base drive to Q1 is 3chieved through control of this voltage-
sharing property.
Transistors Q3 and Q_ serve to short circuit winding3 5-6 of
TIA and TIB respectively, depending upon the state of the pulse-
width-modulator output. When Q3 is saturated (Qh off), winding
5-6 of TIA is effectively short-circuited, thereby presenting a
low impedance at the primary of _ih. Since Q4 is off, a higher
impedance is presented at the primary o£ TIB which is equal to
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Figure 2-22. Power Switch Drive, Schematic Diagram
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the reflected load of its secondary circuits, causing the major
portion of the primary voltage (VA_ B) to be impressed upon TIB
and its secondary load. This, then, applies base current to
Q1 from the inverter, causin{] it to turn on. Since TIA is
essentially shorted, there is no drive applied to the base of
Q2. Therefore, Q2 is off m%d its collector circuit will not
divert base drive from QI. _hen the pulse-width modulator
chances its output state, Q3 turns off and QI_ turns on. This
action diverts VA_ B from TIB to TIA with %.he net efCect that
Q2 is turned on stud Q1 turned off.
This circuit has also been successfully applied, in this progr_T,,
to a pulse-width-modulated vol_age re6:ulator capable of operation
with an input of IOO volts and an output of 20 amperes at 2h.5
volts. Output current limiting was also provided at the 20 ampere
output level with I00 volts at the input.
Application of this circuit com_iguration, in place of the d-c
coupled circuit, does not degrade the power transfer efficiency
however, no power is dissipated in supplyi_ drive current at
the power switch high voltage level due to the magnetic-coupling
provided by transformer T1. This increases the overall system
efficiency, especially at high input voltage conditions.
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2.4.2 Output Current Peak Detector
Control of the source (solar array) operating point so that
maximum power is obtained, is accomplished by maximizing the
total output current of the MPT. The peak detector circuit
shown in Figure 2-23 provides this c_pability.
Assume the initial conditions are that CI is charged to a low
voltage so as to balance QIA and QIB (Q2 and Q3 are not active
and Q5 is off). As the MPT scanner moves the operating point
of the source towards the maximum power point, the MPT output
current increases, causing the input voltage to the peak detector
(which is applied to the base of QIA) to increase. This un-
balances difference amplifier Q1 causing the complementary-
difference amplifier Q2 to turn on and supply charging current
to C1. The voltage across C1, less the essentially constant
VGS voltage drop of Q3, is applied to the base of QIB. Amplifier
Q2 continues to charge C1 until the input amplifier is balanced,
thus, the capacitor voltage follo_s the increasing input voltage.
Diode CR1 and field effect transistor Q3 are used to prevent
discharge of C1 through the surrounding low impedance circuits.
As the source passes through its maximum power point, the MPT
output current (and the peak detector input voltage) reaches
a peak s_d begins decreasing. As this occurs, the voltage at
the base of QIA falls below that of QIB causing the difference
amplifier to forward bias Q4A and Q4B which form a complementary
Schmitt trigger. The trigger action o£ Q4 turns on Q5 which
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Figure 2-23. Output Current Peak Detector, Schematic Diagram
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discharges CI and supplies an output pulse. CI is discharged
until the difference amplifier Q1 becomes restored to balance
which resets the Schmitt trigger. The output pulse has reversed
the power point scanner so that the input voltage to QIA is
again increasing and the cycle repeats. Operation of the peak
detector may begin at any point in the cycle of operation.
The sensitivity of the output current sensor/peak detector
combination is the primary factor affecting tracking error.
A total current decrease of 90 milliamperes is required to start
the present circuit into operation.
2.4.3 Pulse Width Modulator
Conversion of the analog control signals to power switch duty
cycle is performed by the pulse width modulator shown in Figure 2-24.
The inputs A and B correspond to the summing points shown on
Figure 2 -19
The voltage reference diode VRI and its bias resistor RI provide
a stable voltage which determines the trip points of the Schmitt
trigger formed by Q1 or Q2, and Q3. With both inputs less negative
than the trip level, Q1 and Q2 are off and Q3 is on providing an
output signal. If either or both inputs are more negative than
the trip level, Q3 is turned off and there is no output. The
net effect is that of two Schmitt triggers with the outputs
AND gated. To achieve duty cycle modulation, the input voltages
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Figure 2-2h. Pulse Width Modulator, Schematic Diagram
are made up of a d-c component and a sawtooth voltage at the
operating frequency. Varying the d-c level then causes the
desired corresponding change in the duty cycle at the modulator
output.
In the MPT battery module, input A is used to provide the override
control for the batberyprotection functions and input B is
provided with a d-o level by the scanner signal and a current-
sharing error signal. Extension of the above circuit to accommodate
more than two inputs requires only the addition of a summin_
resistor and one transistor for each new input. This circuit has
reduced part requirements and improved accuracy as compared with
several Schmitt triggers in parallel driving an AND gate.
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2.4.4 Scanner Circuits
The scanner and associated control circuits provide the signal
which causes the source (solar array) operating point to be
shifted. As shown on Figure 2-25, the scan generator portion
of the circuitry is composed of QI, Q2, Q3 and their associated
componerf_s. A linsar scan signal, or ramp, is generated by
charging and discharging CI from a constant current source.
Transistor switch Q3 determines whether the ra_p is positive-going
(CI charging) or negative-going (CI discharging). When Q3 is
turned on, collector current flows through R5 and R3 which results
in a positive-going voltage ramp acro_3s CI. The source terminal
of QI follows this voltage minus a small bias voltage which
exists between the gate and source terminals. Diode CR3 clamps
the junction of R3 and R5 to the output of the emitter follower,
Q2, which is maintained at a higher voltage level by zener diode,
VR1. Since the potential difference between the gate of Q1 and the
anode of CR3 always remains the same, charging current flowing
in R3 is constant resulting, in a linear voltage ramp across CI.
When Q3 is turned off,Cl discharges through R3, R5, and R6 pro-
ducing a negative-going voltage ramp. In this case, the Junction
of R3 a_d R5 is clamped by diode CR2 to a fixed voltage level,
lower than the gate of QI, resulting in a constant rate of discharge.
Through the proper choice of zener diodes VRI, VR2, the charge
and discharge rates can be made equal.
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The network R2, R4, and CRI provides a means of charging CI to
its lower boundary ieve4 when power is applied to the circuit.
This achieves a substantial reduction in delay time between the
application of power and the _pearance of a useful scanner
signal level.
The status of transistor switch Q3, and therefore the scan
direction, is determined by the flip-flop. The flip-flop is
of the symmetrical triggering variety which changes state with
each succeeding trigger pulse from hhe peak detector. Each
change in the state af the flip-flop, changes the state of Q3,
reversing the direction of the scan signal.
The two voltage dividers associated with Q4 serve to provide
boundaries, or upper and lower limits, to the scanner signal.
The boumdaries are set to limit the scanner to the O-l(D percent
duty-ratio range plus a small margin to allow for cc_ponent
variables. As a negative-going scan signa£ approaches the lower
boundary, CR5 begins to conduct reversing the flip-flop, which
in turn causes Q3 to barn on, thus reversing the scanner.
Conversely, as the scan signal approaches the upper boundary,
decreasing collector current in Q4 will cause CR6 to conduct
which reverses the flip-flop causing Q3 to turn off, again
reversing the scanner.
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2.4.5
This circuit causes the generator to constantly scan back and
forth in the absence of trigger pulses from the peak detector,
which occurs when all battery modules are in the trickle charge
mode.
The self-reversing feature guarantees that the scanner (and the
_T system) cannot stop at either zero or lO0 percent duty-cycle.
Other Circuits
The other circuits used are straight-forward and no description
is required. The functions of these circuits have bee_ described
in Paragraph 2.3.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL MODEL 
The techniques used i n  t h e  fabrication of an experimental model were 
chosen to closely simulate a typical spacecraft system (such a s  
Nimbus B) and to provide maximum f l ex ib i l i ty  i n  the operation, testing, 
and developmnt of a complete multi-channel MPT system. "he labmatory 
testing and results were also considered. 
are described i n  this section. 
in F i s r e  3-1. 
Salient points on these topics 
A typical laboratory set-up i s  sham 
Figure 3-1. MPT Breadboard Set-up 
E6902 
3.1 Description of Equipment
3.1.1 Basic Equipment Layout
The MPTsystem consists of two basic electronics components:
a control unit, and eight battery modules_to approximate a Nimbus B
spacecraft configuration.
The control unit is 12 inches long, 7 inches wide, and h inches
in height, and weighs 6½ pounds. It was designed to be the hub
of the entire power tracker, containing all controls and circuitry
which are co, on to all channels (i.e., power sensing and detection
circuits, scanning controls, magnetic amplifier a-c drive, and a
system synchronization generator). Connections external to the
power system are made at the control unit binding posts, these
include solar array input, -2h.5 volt bias supply input, and load
(battery) bus output. All connections to the battery modules
(and between battery modules) are made via the 25-pin connectors
on the control unit front panel and these include the scanning
signal, synchronization, source power, bias power, a-c drive,
and charge-current-sharing signals. The control unit shown on
Figure 3-2 may be used with up to eight battery channels.
The dimensions of each battery module is 12 x 7 x 7 inches and
weighs ll pounds. Each is designed to provide a complete set of
controls for one battery. The module c ntains all circuitry
necessary to operate one batterF_ channel including power handling
circuits, pulse-width modulators, current-equalization circuits,
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Figure 3-2. - MPT Control U n i t  
 an^ battery protection circuitry. 
provided for battery power ( W T  output power) and sensing leads. 
A $-pin connector i s  provided to make all connections to  the 
control unit. 
Biding-post connecticsls are 
Input terminals far auxi l iary battery protection pennit ground 
command, third electmde, or other signals to be used to activate 
the battery protection feature. 
the battery-high-temperature and overvoltage protection features, 
and connection points for battery-mounted thermistors t o  p e d t  
Mama1 simulation controls for 
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functional use of the battery protection fumtiolls are provided. 
Transfer from the simulated mode to the operational mode is made 
using the switches provided. 
battery module 
Figure 3-3 is a photograph of a 
Figure 3-3. MPT Battery Module, Exterior V i e w  
66-9-03 
374 
. 
3.1.2 Construction Techniques 
Construction was l imited t o  methods u t i l i z ing  standard laboratory 
materials and band-tools wherever pos sible. 
of both the control unit and battery module are  aluminum chassis  boxes. 
Circuits are handwired on vector-type c i r c u i t  b a r d s .  
The outer housings 
Figure 3-4 shows an interior view of t h e  control unit. 
bus-wires a t  the center a re  the common tie-points f o r  all eight 
bat tery modules. 
and serve one ba t t e ry  module. 
detector a n i  the scanning signal generator a r e  v i s i b l e  on the top 
board, which is mounted i n  a s t e e l  enclosure t o  provide shielding 
against EMI. 
c o m r  and +&e magmtic amplifier c i r cu i t s  are M i n d  +he=. 
The heavy 
Each of the eight output connectors is  ident ical  
P a r t s  of the output-current peak 
The i n p u b f i l t e r  capacitors are a t  the lower left 
'- 
Figure 3-h. MF'T Control Uni t ,  Inter ior  V i e w  
66-9-04 
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~ 
. 
The battery module interior i s  shown i n  Figpre 3-5. A l/bN 
aluminum baseplate is mounted t o  the outer box to act as a 
heat sink and provfde structural support. 
ponents are mounted to aluminum angles which are fastened 
to the baseplate. 
the base. 
top compartment thich is made fran s t e e l  chassis boxes to 
provide EM1 shielding. 
enclosure to increase convectdon cooling of the heat sink. 
Dissipating com- 
The f i l ter  chokes are secured d i r e c u y  to 
Low-level control circuitry is contaimd in the 
Vent holes have punched in the main 
68406 
Figure 3-5. MPT Battery Module, Interior V i e w  
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3.1.3 Filtering and Noise
The physical layout of the experimental model and the sensitivity
required of the control circuitry result in a condition where
transients and noise could severely restrict system operation.
The primary source of noise is the power switches in the battery
modules which cause high-current pulses, with extremely fast
rise and fall times, to be drawn fr_)m the source via the MPT
harness and internal wiring. The measures taken to control this
noise are described below:
a. Array Filter
A capacitive filter, located in the control unit, is used to
supply the current pulses to the battery modules. Tnis allows
the array to operate at an average condition rather than in
a pulsed mode.
b. Input Filters
Capacitive filters (using high Q, high frequency, capacitors)
located in each battery module are used to reduce high frequency
noise generated by the po_,er switching circuits.
C. Output Filters
The output inductor in each battery module is used to average
the battery charge (or load) current.
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Power Supply Decoupling
The -24.5 volt auxiliary power for the low-level circuitry
is decoupled in each module by series inductors and bypass
capacitors. This prevents any noise which is picked up on
the power bus from interfering with the control functions.
Shielding
To reduce the noise susceptibility of the equipment, shielding
was provided for the low-level circuits of both control unlt
and battery modules by steal chassis boxes. Internal wiring
for low-level circuits was made using shielded wiring to
minimize noise pick-up.
Synchronization
To reduce the interactions which _uld be caused by each
battery module having a free-running power switch, system
synchronization was provided. This is necessary to implement
the current sharing feature which rec_ires controlled-interaction
between battery modules.
Inclusion of the above described functions resulted in an experimental
model which was adequate to satisfy all its performance goals.
3.1.4 Harnessing and Cabling
The cabling considerations were basically the smae within tb2 harness
as hhey were within each module. Shielded cables are used for
control functlc_s to minimize induced noise. Power cables use
S-8
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several No. 20 AWG stranded wires in parallel to lower resistive
losses.
The complete MPT harness consists of eight identical cables, each
about four Feet in length. Each end is terminated in a 25-pin
cormectc_ (female) which mate with the front panel receptacles
(male) on either the control unit or battery modules. These
cables are constructed so that either end may be connected to any
connector on the control unit m_d the other end to ar_j battery
module.
For laboratory tests, connections between the solar array, -24.5 volt
power supply, and the MPT control unit are made with No. 14AWG
wire. Power connections between hhe batteries and the battery
modules were made with two No. 14 AWG wires in parallell, however,
battery sensing connections consist of No. 20 AWG shielded wires.
3.1.5 System Losses
The MPT systm, experimental model power losses were investigated in
order to recommend methods of improving efficiency and reducing
shunt losses. The results are presented below for both efficiency
and shunt loss improvement.
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a. Transfer Losses
P_er transfer efficiency is determined by the losses in We
power switch, filters, and drivers. The Ices is proporational
to the output current consisting o_ both fixed-voltage drop
(I-V) and resistive I_) components.
The loss in the po_er switch was high because the switch was
operated in a non-saturating mode. This was found to be
necessary to avoid long storage times which prevent use of
small _ty cycles (i.e.,high input voltage operation). The
loss could be reduced by allowing the switch to saturate and
providing a meansto rapidly turn it off. This has been
accomplished by incorporating a magnetically-coupled, power
switch drive circuit, capable of operation at lO0 volts.
The losses in the filters and wiring were mainly resistive.
These can be reduced by increasing the conductor sizes in
the chokes and harnesses and by good package design to reduce
lead length. Experimental model harness and wiring lengths
were unavoidably long due to the requirement for flexibility
during the development phase. Implementation of this reduction
would not only result in a_ overall increase in efficiency
hut would also serve to reduoe the decrease of efficiency with
high output current. The loss in the flyback diode becomes
significant at high output current levels. Reduction could
be accomplished by selecting components for low forward
voltage drop or by paralleling two devices.
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The shunt current losses for the d-c driver configuration were
relatively small and constant regardless of terminal conditions.
A magnetic a-c coupled base drive circuit for the power switch
has },een incorporated ;ehich ahou]_] provide a small increase in
efficiency. The reduction of the drive losses is primarily
dependent upon the increase of current amplification (hfe) of
the power-mvitc'a which is a device limitation.
be Shunt Losses
Shunt loss is the power from the -24.5 volt power supply required
to operate the MPT sensing m_d control circuits. This less is
essentially constant and represents from one to two percent
of the source power for the prgsent MPT system configuration.
The following three approaches to the problem were evaluated:
(i) The present circuit configuration shunt loss could be
reduced by redesigning all sensing and control circuits
at a higher impedance level. This approach would create
several problems. The MPT control circuitry is very
sensitive to small variations of certain parmuet_rs as
it must be to closely regulate and control the se parameters.
At higher impedance levels, the circuitry will be mere
susceptible to noise and transients. Also, the a-c
stabilization of the system would become more difficult
and critical. Implementation of this method was not
considered to be a feasible approach.
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(2) The inclusion of a day-night switch in order to reduce
the MPT shunt losses. The switch would be placed in
series with the -34.5 volt supply and would remove bias
power from the MPT control and sensing circuitry when
the tracker is not required (i.e., during orbital night
w_n there is no source power available).
The value of this switching arrangement would be greatest
in a low altitude satellite system where the dark portion
of hhe orbit may be as much as 40 percent of the total
period. In considering the incorporation of hhe day-night
switch, the effect on overall reliability caused by the
placement of the switch in series with _he MPT system as
well as the increase in required circuit complexity must
be weighed against the shunt loss reduction. A detailed
trade-off study considering orbit, inclination, source
capability, mission length, etc. would have to be performed,
to determine the suitability of the day-night switch for
a particul_ spacecraft.
(3) A third approach to the reduction of shunt losses is
conversion of the MPT system to integrated circuits.
All circuit functions can be categorized such that
implementation of integrated circuit technology is
feasible.
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}both analog and dicital inte-rated circaits are presently
available which can probably be used to perform most of
the control and sensing functions. Also available, frsm
several manufacturers, are custom monolithic and hybrid
circuihs which may prove useful where standard circuits
are not feasible or practical. Investigations of
per£ormance with respect to temperature, noise suscep-
tibility, efficiency and stability may be perfcr1_d
in comrert]ng to integrated circuitry.
Other advantazes of using integrated circuits include
increased reliability, reduced weight, and reduced size.
It aoDears that intezrated circuits offer the most
promising approach to impro'ad performance and shunt
loss reduction.
3.2 Laboratory Testing and Results
3.2.1 Test Objectives
The test progr_mn was designed to allow testing., of the Maximum
Power Point Tracker System over a range of system parameters similar
to bhe Nimbus satellite requiremenbs. Th_ tests were sufficient
to permit detailed evaluatiou and s _idy of the system performance
at the black box level and the generation of parametric data
useful for spacecraft level sys_Es evaluation.
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IThe tests were conducted in such a manner that a direct comparison
between the established design mud performance goals and the
experimental results would be obtained.
3.2.2 Test Conditions
An MPT System employing four battery charnels connected as shown
in Figure 3-6 was used for the performance testing.
The performance testing was performed with the system modules in
tem_:rature charher at temperatures of +25, -I0, and +60°C.
3.2.3 Performance Test Results
The test results are given below as related to the established
performance cr[teria.
a. Power-Transfer Effic iency
The efficiency of the MPT Syste_ in transferring power from
the.sm_rce to the load was measured under various conditions
of array power, battery voltage, and temperature.
The solar array was imulated by a N.J.E. Simulator over the
range of 510 to 820 watts. A plot of power-transfer efficiency
vs. arr&y power is shown in Figure 3-7 for the case with 25°C
ambient temperature. FiGure 3-8 shows the overall ef£ects
of all the test _rameters.
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Figure 3-8. MPT System Power Transfer Efficiency vs. Array Power
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The power transfer efficiency is dependent upon both array
p_er and battery voltage as can be seen from Figures 3-7
and 3-8. [here are several well defined losses which account
for this phenomenon.
(1) Dissipation Los ses
The major losses are series losses which are directly
dependent u_on the magnitude of the output current.
These losses are dissipation in the power-switch (_lich
was operated in a non-saturating mode in the d-c coupled
drive circuit) and thc wire losses (including the chokes).
Note that at any given array power, the output current is
larger when the battery voltage is lower. This implies
lo,¢er efficiency at the low battery voltages due to the
resistive losses, which is substantiated by the data.
The efficiency at high array power level is also reduced
by increased switching losses in the power-switch transistor.
(2) Flyback Diode Losses
Anogaer major loss occurs in the flyback diode. This
loss is dependent upon the output current and the p_er-
switch duty cycle (losses occur durins the OFF period of
the power-switch). At any fixed array power, redaction of
battery voltage causes an increase of battery current and a
reduction of power-switch duty cycle, both of _hicn cause
increased losses in this diode.
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All the above losses are essentially series losses. The
loss due to shunt current is relatively fixed and is ap-
proximately two wstts per battery module. The power dis-
s_pation associated _ith the shunt current has been reduced
by the ac-coupled drive circuit previously described. The
shunt loss drawn from the -2!_.5 volt supply is treated
separately in Paragraph 3.2.3e.
A major factor causing _he decrease in transfer efficiency
at high outout currents was the resistive loss in the leads.
In flight type equipment, this loss would be reduced by
maintaining short lead lengths (the battery modules located
physically close to the batteries) and by custom designing
the output filter chokes with this factor in mind. For the
experimental model sysLem, more than three percent of tae
array po,,_erwas dissipated in the interconnecting wiring and the
filter chokes, which caused the efficiency to fall below the
90 percent design goal for the case of an 820 watt, array and
low battery voltage.
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b. Chsrge Current Sharing
The data obtained for all conditions oC battery voltage and
ambient temperature was re,luced to obtain the worst-case
deviations as a fhncticn of array power. These results are
shown as a percent,_ge of the average battery current in
Figare 3-9. The design goal of +iO percent is also shown
for comparison purposes.
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Figure 3-9. MPT System Charge Current Sharing
vs. Array Power
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The precision of the current, sharing is limited by several
factors. This is directly affected by the sensitivity of the
comparison amplifiers and the curl_ent sensing circuits. For
exazple: Tae current sensor output voltage swi_ is approxi-
mately _ volts for the range of battery currents from 0.5
amperes to l_ amperes or 0.3_ volts per ampere. Using
£SA = 820 watts at 25°C, the current sharing has less than
three percent deviation from the average (IBave = 5.48 amperes).
This reduces to AI B = 160 milliamperes corresponding to
_V at the sensor of approximately 55 millivolts or 1.]
percent of full scale.
Also, it must be considered that the current sensor output contains
some ripple, due to the ripple in the battery current, and also
due to current sensor generated noise. Since the batteries
are not all at the same voltage, the duty cycles of the battery
modules differ. This causes the ripple in one module to be
slightly out of phase with the ripple in another. Hence,
voltages from different modules, each carrying equal currents,
may not appear equal at the point of comparison.
Another factor inflt_encing this accuracy is the calibration of
each battery module. This item will be discussed in Paragraph
3.2.3h.
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Co Maximum Charge Rate
The level at which each battery module limits charge current
was also measured for all conditions of battery voltmge and
ambient temperature. _e array powers used were the extremes,
510 and 820 watts. Current limitirg was within 250 milli-
anperes of the nominal setting for 12.O amperes. This _s a
combirad effect of 2.O8 percent, as shown in Figure 3-]0.
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Figure 3-10. MPT System Maximum Charge Rate vs. Array Power
The largest change in maximum charge current, for either
array power only or battery voltage only, was +lO0 milli-
amperes for any battery module. Similarly, the largest
change due to temperature was +200 milliamperes. _ne above
deviations are individual cases and may not coincide with
the overall worst case results. All modules were within
200 milliamperes of nominal at the first measurement.
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The stability of the maximum charge rate is mainly dependent
upon the accuracy of the initial cglibrat£on, the cL_lent
sensing circtlits, and the stability of the voltage reference.
The discussion of Paragraph b is applicable to these msasurements.
d@ Trickle Charge Rate
lhe trickle charge current was measured for each battery module
under all conditions of battery voltage, arrsy power, mud
ambient temperature. The results were all within 40 milliamperes
of the 3OO milliampere nominal current or 13.3 percent. The
results are shown in Figure 3yll, as is the design goal.
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Figure 3 ll. Trickle Charge Rate vs. Array Power
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The change i_ the trickle charge rate due alone to battery
voltage, was typically 30 milli_mperes. Changedue to array
power variations was no _reater tha:_20 milliamperes, _hile
variations due to temperature _ere as h_:h as 70 m_lliamperes.
These deviations are the worst individual occurrences and may
not coincide with the overall worst case data. All modules
were within l0 _Lilli_nperes of nominal at the first measurement.
The precision of the trickle charge rate is dependent upon _he
accuracy of the initial calibration, the current sensor accuracy,
and the stability of the zener diode reference. These errors
closely parallel the maximum-charge-rate errors because th_
same control functior_ are being used.
e. Shunt Loss
The shunt loss is defined as the power drawn by the MPT from
the -2h.._ volt supply. The magnitude of the. loss is approxi_mtely
lO _mtts and is essentially constant for all conditioiB of
battery voltage, array po:er, temperature, a_d r_ode of operation.
Typical and worst case losses are shown in figure 3-12.
Relative losses are approximately two percent at an array
power of %10 watts and one percent at 820 watts.
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The power consumption is essentially constant with array
power, due to the use of magnetic amplifiers for current
sensing in place of d-c amplifiers. This allows the -24.5
volt power supply to operate into a tel atively fixed load
which can lead to higher auxiliary power supply efficiency.
f@ Tr_cki_ _rro r
The tracking error is a measure of the ability of the MPT
to fix the system operatic; point at the maximum power point
of the source. This value can be meaningfully expressed as
a percent of the maximum power.
The tr._ck_r__error may be defined as follows:
where:
/_ PS /_ Io VB
PSM T]TPsM
(3.1)
AI
0
vB
= the maximum deviation from peak output current
( measured value)
= the battery voltage which is assumed constant for
a 90 milliampere current change (measured value )
UT = the power transfer efficiency (calculated from
measured data)
PSM = the array power at the maximum power point
(calculated from measured data).
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It is apparent that the maximum tracking, error is obtained
when AI ° vB is largest, and UT PSM is smallest.
For
AI = 90 milliamperes
o
PSM = 510 watts
V B = 33.7 volts
_TT = 96.3%
then:
APS 0.09 x 33.7
% = I00= 0.62%
PSM 0. 963 x 510
or APs = 3,16 watts
The smallest tracking error is obtained for the opposite conditions:
AI = 90 milliamperes
o
PSM = 820 watts
VB = 27.5 volts
_T = 88.2%
then:
APs 0.09 x 27.5
PSM 0. 882 x 820
100 = O. 34%
or A PS = 2.81 watts.
These results are in agreement with the measured data which
also indicates a power error of _pproxlmately 3 watts.
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g. Interaction of Variables
Tests were run to demonstrate that MPT performance was not
degraded by large differences in battery voltage and battery
protection function operation.
Note that in the normal operation of a satellite power sytem,
the batteries will not normally be identical nor will they
all operate at the same voltage and current levels. It is
necessary to provide for the independent operation of each
battery channel to account for battery differences. The MPT
was designed to incorporate this practical feature and the
purpose of this test was to demonstrate its capability.
The precision of the current sharing and trickle charge rate
were in agreement with results reported in PBra_rsphs 3.2.3b
and d. Shunt losses from the -24.5 volts supply remained
constant. The power transfer efficiency decreased under this
test due to the higher currents supplied to the batteries.
Tracking accuracy remained nominal.
Behavior of the MPT during this test was as predicted.
h. MPT Calibration
A major factor which affected the performance tests results is
the variation between various MPT units and modules. Each
module was calibrated separately and this calibration shifted
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when several modules were connected together. This was caused
by the shift in the operating switching frequency of each
battery module, except the one which runs naturally at the
highest frequency and which was used to syr_hronize the entire
MPT system.
The frequency dependence of the MPT is primarily in the magnetic-
amplifier type current sensors. The current sensor output is
controlled by the volt-second area of the applied drive. The
square wave oscillator which supplies this drive was synchronized
by the battery module having the hig_st natural operating
frequency. This increases the square w sve frequency and decreases
the output volt-second area.
This problem has been corrected Oy using the square wave oscillator
in the control unit ss the synchronizing source fcr the system.
This results in all battery modules being calibrated and operated
at the same frequency.
3.2._ System Test Results
System tests were conducted in which the MPT was connected into a
typical space power system with a solar array simulator, four lead-
acid batteries, and a Nimbus B PWM regulator with simulated load.
One result of these tests was to highlight a few basic problems and
limitations of the proposed MPT configuration.
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a. Auxiliary Power Supply
To demonstate that the external bias required by the MPT is
not a limiting factor, the -2h.%V pm_er was su_,lied from
three different sources: a -2h.gV power supply, the -23.5';
auxiliary regulator, _d the _4M regulator output. No problems
were encountered in operating from any of these sources.
b. System Configuration A
The PWM Regulator was connected in parallel with the solar array
at the array terminals of the MPT control unit. The system
configuration was as shown in Figure 3-13, with the MPT current
sensor sensing the total-battery-current.
Ch_rze current sharing was ma intained and the power point was
successfully tracked with this configuration.
One problem found was that the MPT erroneously detected the
peak power when load current transients were induced at the
FWM regulator output. The tracker re-acquired the maxi_,um
power point on the r_xt scanner cycle.
In applying the maximum power tracking concept to an actual
spacecraft, the following cGnditions can exist and be serious
problems:
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Figure 3-13. MPT System Test Configuration h
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(i) The existing t,_T system my become biased away from the
P point due to repeated, low energy, transients occurring
max
at the P_ regulator input. This can be caused by fluctuating
(a-c) loads, or by normal load switchin_ or sequencLng.
This is due primarily to the fact that the MPT system
senses load input current (total battery current) as
beir_ proportional to delivered array power.
(2) Rapid fluctuations of the array due primarily to fluctuations
in illumination 3nd/or projected area may cause the M_T
to "off-bias" from the P point due to the relatively
max
slow speed-cf-response of the system. This slow response
is a result of the slow scan rate and filtering requirements
of the current sensors throughout the MPT system.
The problem described in (1) above may be alleviated by
implementation of a direct, source-power sensing scheme.
However, heavy load fluctuations and/or the condition stated
in (2) above would still create problems of off-biasing due
to the slow system response. Heavy load transients would
cause fluctuations in array operating point, which tne system
could not follow.
There appear to be several plar_3 of attac[_ on this problem:
T_.ouKh more or less brute-force techniques, render
the system incapable of recognizing these fluctuations,
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i.e. : either filtering the fluctuations before they
reach the array bus or slowing t_ system response still
further. This method could probably be made to work
through judicious circuit design. However, increased
load filtering bears a significant weight penalty and
perhaps a transient response penalty for the load regulator.
Slowing the system response may create too large a phase
error between the actual and the sensed states of the array.
This could result in excessive off-biasing of the array
indicating less than optimum array-power utilization.
It must be noted that an off-bias condition from which the
existing MPT system can recover satLL_Pacborily is or_.where
the interval between transients is much greater than the
scan rate.
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Ce System Configuration B
To alleviate the transient susceptibility problem encountered
in Paragraph b, above, the £%#4 regulator was connected between
the negative array terminal and the positive battery terminal
on the control unit. The system configuration is as shown in
Figure _lh and the total output, current (total of battery plus
PWM input currents) is sensed as the indication of maximum
power. This change reduced the trarLsient susceptibility
problem, but then the MPT became biased away from the array
maximum-power-point as FW]_ regalator load current was increased.
The following graphical analysis clearly shows the reasons for
the improper MPT ope.ration.
SOLAR
ARRAY
SIMULATOR
t..
VsA
ISA
MPT
CONTROL
UNIT
LOADS REGULATOR
-I
t-
MPT
CURRENT
SENSOR
BATTERY
BATTERY
MOD/J LE
BATTERY
BATTERY
MODUI_E
BATTERY 1
MODULE BATTERY
+
.+
BATTERY
BATTERY
MODULE
m
Io _B
IR
I B = TOTAL BATTERY CURRENT
IR=REOULATORINPUTCURRENT
=TOTAL OUTPUTCURRENT
Io = IB+IR
Figure 3-].4. MPT System Test Configuration B
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The nature of the E_N input I-V characteristics caused the
total output current to deviate from a well defined relationship
to the _T output power. In the configuration shown, the
two parameters of interest are the array voltage (which is also
the input voltage to the P'_i regulstor) and the total output
current. A set of input characteristics for the PWM regulator
are constructed in Figure 3-15. For the batteries, the
characteristics of battery current versus array voltage are
constructed in Figure 3-16 as follows:
Curve I is the solar array I-V characteristic and line i is a
typical battery characteristic. The intersection of curve 1
and line 1 at point A is the operating point if the battery
were connected directly across the array as in Figure 3-17A.
The curve of array power versus array voltage is carve 2
(usin_ the vertical scale of power drawn on the left) which
is constructed by graphing the locus of the voltage-current
products for all points on the array characteristic, curve 1.
Some device such as the (MPT) is now assu_ed to be interposed
between the array and the battery (Figure 3-17B), which can
vary the voltage operating point on the array characteristic,
while maintaining the battery at 30 volts. For simplicity,
assume the device is lossless and that all the power output
of the array appears as input power to the batteries. Re-
arranging the equation of Fi_,ure 3-17B so that:
PSA
IB "
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Figure 3-17B. Solar Arrs_ / MPT/Battery System
Curve 3, which is t_he characteristic of battery current vs.
array voltage For the given system, can now be constructed.
Note that +he point of maximum current on curve 3 occurs at
an array volts_e (which is defined ms Vp max) corresponding
to the array ma_imam power point.
SLnce both the _T and the _M Regulator are in parallel in
Figure 3-14 the input voltage to both must be equal and must
be equal to the array voltage, VSA. The MPT current sensor
measures a current which is the sum of the battery currents
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and the FWM regulator input current. From Figures 3-15 and
3-16 the characteristic of the. total output current (Io) vs.
the solar array ,roltage, can now be constructed as shmm on
Figure 3-18. Note that as the input power to the PWM regulator
is increased, the peak current point becomes less defined and
is shifted so that it no longer corresponds to the maximum
p_Ter point voltage. Since the current sensed is no lori_er a
valid indication of the output power, the tracker carmot track
the maximum power point of the array.
de Availabil_ty of Solutions
It appe:_rs thab solutions do exist for specific proble_.
However, a sing_le solution _ich will not compromise performance
in other respects does not appear readily available so long as
the system retains the basic operating principle of slowly varying
a power switch (or switches) duty-cycle and searching some para-
meter such as load current or source power for a maximum.
3.2.5 Conclusions
a. Design _nd Performance Goals
The design and performance goals which were established for the
t@T system are comFJared with the results of the performance tests
_s follows:
(I) Power Transfer Efficiency
The power transfer e_t'iciency was generally greater
than the 90 percent, which was the desired result.
The system failed to reach this performance goal only
_nlder the combined conditions of low battery voltage
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and high array power (greater than 730 watts). From
the analysis of the major losses, it appears that this
condition could be improved by merely repackaging the
sys tern.
(2) Charge Current Sharing
The degree of current sharing achieved was mpproximately
+5 _ercent _s compared with the +_lOpercent design goal.
Analysis of the behavior of the _T control circuitry
indicates that some slight improvements could be obtained,
but the conditions previously described appear to limit
the capability of the present control circuitry.
(3) Maximum Charge Rate
Maximum char__e rate was maintained within +_2percent of
the nominal value. The design goal was +lO percent.
This accuracy also appears to be approaching the maximum
capabi lity.
Trickle Charge Rate
Pae precision of trickle-charge rate was approximately
+13 percent as compared to the +30 percent design goal.
This accuracy also appears to be approaching the maximum
capability.
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(5)
(6)
(7)
Shunt Loss
The shunt loss was approximately two percent (maximum)
of the array power and is considered to be relatively
nominal.
Tracking Error
Tke MPT system maintained the array operating point
within 0.62 percent of maximmm power which is well
within the +2 percent performance goal.
m
Sunzrmry
The _T experimental model has demonstrated that all
the established des[Rn goals have been achieved or
e_ceeded. The feasibility o_r a multiple battery maximum
power point tracking system has been demonstrated.
b. System Interface and Application
The operation of the MPT e_perimental model in a typical space
power system has highlighted several limitations of the basic
operating concept used. Therefore, application of this first
generation power tracker is necessarily limited by _,he type of
system in _lich it is employed. Although solutions to specific
problems may be found, general solution_ are not feasible with
the present operating concept.
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3.3 Summary
The feasibility of a Maximum Power Tracksr of multiple battery capability
has been demonstrated by the con3truction and test of an experimental
model. Included in this sytem are battery protection functions for
voltage, temperature, a_d third electrode, or other auxiliary protection
functions. The prssent MPT system has _t or exceeded all the design
goals which were established. This system can be used with power sources
other than solar arrays by extending the present concept and providing
proper interfaces. Successful operation with higher source voltages (up to i00
volts dc) has been achieved. Operation with low voltage sources requires
application of other voltage-conversion techniques.
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SECOND GENERATION MPT SYSTEM
Reasons for a New Concept
During the development of the low speed MPT system, as
described in Paragraph 1.0, several system problems and
interactions were discovered which severly restrict MPT
operation. The problems which came to light during the
system testing phase are described below:
With the MPT connected in a typical space power system
configuration, load transients caused the MPT to falsely
detect maximum power. This could result in the system
operating at other than the maximum power point of the
source if the transients repeated at a sufficiently rapid
rate. This effect is primarily due to the use of the
output (battery) current as an indication of source power,
and the slow speed of response of the MPT system.
The MPT system was also unable to track the source maximum
power point if the load return was connected to the battery
return. This effect was due to the use of the total
output (battery and load) current as an indication of
source power. In this configuration, the PWM regulator
caused the load current to be directly unrelated to the
source power and the MPT was unable to maintain operation
at the maximum power point of the source.
Both the above phenomena are direct results of the basic
concept used to develop the low-speed MPT system. A
single solution which will not compromise system per-
formance does not appear readily available if the basic
operating principle of slowly varying a power switch
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duty-cycle and searching some system parameter, such as
load current or source power for its maximum is retained.
An alternate approach to the existing low-speed MPT system
would be to speed up the system response by increasing
the rate at which duty-cycle is scanned. This method
(2)
has been applied with some measure of success . However,
in order to avoid interaction between the scanning fre-
quency and the power-switch/pulse-width-modulator frequency,
a large separation between these frequencies was wisely
maintained. If (in view of the state-of-the-art of power-
switching components and efficiency) the highest acceptable
power switch frequency is limited to the region of i0-
20 kHz, it appears that the conclusions reached in the
referenced investigation, concerning the scanning or
hunting frequency, are quite reasonable (i.e. limited to
about 300 Hz for a power switch frequency of i0 kHz).
It would, however, be desirable for the MPT system to be
able to respond to transients as rapidly as does the
source. Impedance measurements of typical solar panels
(Nimbus) reveal a load change response, which begins to
appear capacitive in the region of kHz. A ratio of maximum
scan frequency to array response of between 3 and 5:1 (for
purposes of faithfully following array variations) would
yield a scan frequency of 15 to 25 kHz for the Nimbus
array. Smaller arrays would require higher frequencies.
(2) NAS 5-9210, "Nondissipative Solar Array Optimum Charge
Regulator" performed by Hughes Aircraft Company.
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Separation between power-switch frequency and scan fre-
quency (neglecting interference effects) would have to
be at least one octave, in order that control might be
exercised. This would result in a power switch frequency
of 30 to 50 kHz, which is clearly excessive. It may be
noted that a scan frequency, this much in excess of the array
response,would cause a phase error between the system duty
cycle and the actual array operating point. This would
result in less than optimum power transfer.
4.2 Second Generation System Concept
Derivation of a high-speed maximum power tracking system
concept must, as a result of the problems and limitations
previously described, represent a departure from the
constant-frequency, variable-duty-cycle methods heretofore
employed. The second generation MPT system is based on
an extension of the concepts and techniques developed
for the ripple-controlled PWM regulator during the initial
phases of this contract.
4.2.1 Basic System Operation
The basic system as shown in Figure 4-1 only
includes the functional elements required for
the power tracking mode of operation. The
characteristics of some of the functional elements
are as follows:
a. Source Characteristics
Figure 4-2 presents the source characteristics
which must be obtainable at the highest switching
frequency of the system.
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b. Multiplier
The input signals are instantaneous source-
voltage and current. The output signal is
proportional to instantaneous source power
being delivered. Response times of this
system compatible with the maximum operating
(or switching) frequency of the system.
c. Peak Detector
The input is a signal proportional to instaneous
source power. The output is a pulse whenever
the input signal decreases by a small amount,
_P, from the previous value. (See Figure 4-3.)
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d. Pulse Absence Detector (PAD)
The PAD generates an output pulse similar to
the peak-detector output whenever the period
between peak-detector output pulses exceeds
some predetermined time. The purpose of this
function is to avoid a situation whereby the
system might "hang-up" in an undesirable state
with the power switch either full on or full off.
e. Toggle
This is a bistable device which changes states
with each input pulse. In one state, the
toggle drives and holds the power switch on;
in the other, it drives and holds the switch
off.
f. Load
The only restriction placed upon the load is
that it must be capable of absorbing maximum
source power at some voltage, VL, which is
lower than that at which the source delivers
(3)
its maximum power, V
max
Operation of the basic system in the power tracking
mode is as described below.
3. This voltage requirement is a function of the power switch/
inductor (Ll)/flyback-diode (CRI) configuration, only. Other
voltage relationships could be incorporated by utilizing
the same basic concept and other voltage conversion circuitry.
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Assume the system is at rest with VS = VCl = VSO C
circuit and the power switch is open. The opposite
assumption, i.e. that the switch is closed and V S =
VCI = VL, can also be made with the result that the
system will start and continue to operate properly.
This assumption then, in no way limits the generality
of the description. The PAD will issue a pulse since the
peak detector cannot detect with the system at rest
since the source power cannot change. This will then
turn on the switch and the switch current, ISW, will
begin to flow, increasing at a rate dependent upon V S
and V L (for a given value of LI). The source voltage
will begin to decrease and the source current to increase.
In effect, the source operating point will move over
the PS - VS characteristic toward the P point. Notemax
that during this time, ISW is composed of I S and ICI
and is greater than either. Note also, that the period
of time throughout which this entire action occurs is
consistent with and dependent upon the circuit constants,
L1 and Cl, and the existing voltage levels. This indicates
that the action can be designed to take place in tens
or hundreds of micro-seconds providing the source can
accommodate such operating speeds°
As the source operating point traverses the P - V
max max
point, the source power peaks and then falls off. When
PS decreases from Pmax by an amount, _P, the peak detector
issues a pulse which reverses the toggle and thereby changes
the state of the power switch (i.e. turns it off).
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At this point in the cycle, two things occur: (i) the
current flowing in L1 tends to continue flowing, due
to its inductance and, as a result, a flyback action
occurs causing CRI to conduct. (2) Source current will
be diverted from the power switch and will flow into
the capacitor. This will charge the capacitor and cause
its voltage (and the source operating point) to rise
towards the source open circuit voltage V As V S
' soc"
traverses V , source power will peak (note that PSmax
is being delivered to the capacitor) and when the power
decrease (AP) is traversed, the peak detector again
issues an output pulse. This pulse causes the power
switch to turn on again and the hunting action continues as
before. Note that if L1 has a sufficiently large in-
ductance, it will maintain conduction of CRI through the
entire off period of the power switch, although this is
not a necessary condition for operation of the system.
This MPT concept will allow maximum power to be drawn
from the source, regardless of variations in source
characteristics over a wide range of source variation
rates. For example, the high-speed MPT then has ap-
plicability where a solar array has a rapidly fluctuating
output as is the case for a spin-stabilized spacecraft
with a body-mounted solar array which might exhibit
ripple in the array power-time characteristic due to
the spacecraft rotation. Source fluctuations due to
loading at the source terminals (other than the MPT
loading) might also be followed in a stable manner if
the MPT system operating frequency is sufficiently in
excess of the transient rates.
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4.2.2 System Protective Mode Operation
In order to apply the basic MPT concept to an operating
system, the inclusion of system protective functions
is required. These include battery voltage and current
limiting, battery high-temperature cut-off, and battery
current-sharing controls. The complete system functional
diagram including the protection features is shown in
Figure 4-4. Operation of these functions is as follows:
The power switch may be turned on by the flip-flop
(toggle) in the control unit. This is done in order
that all battery modules operate in step regardless
of their respective modes of operation (i.e. overcharge
protection, current sharing, or actively tracking the
P point). Assuming battery protection to be inactive
max
the system will be tracking the P point.
max
When the system is tracking, the current sharing controls
will allow all the power-switches to turn on together
when the output of the control unit toggle presents
a positive-going output voltage. When the array
operating point passes the P point, the peak detector
max
issues an output pulse which reverses the toggle.
At this point, the power switch in the battery module
passing the highest current will turn off. The remaining
battery modules (having lower output currents) will
have a positive current-sharing error signal, 63 (this
is the same error signal generating mechanism that
was used in the low-speed MPT system). If 63 is suffi-
ciently large, a positive-going signal, u3,will be
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applied to AND gate 2 which will act to hold the
corresponding power switch on until the current
increases. This cause 63 to reverse polarity by some
small amount. At this point, u3 becomes zero, releasing
AND gate 2 and the power switch turns off. This
action will effectively cause the lower-current battery
modules to have larger duty cycles than the highest
current module, but at the same operating frequency.
In effect, the low-speed system performs in the same
manner in this mode.
Battery protection controls function in just the opposite
manner. An error signal 61 is generated if the battery
current exceeds a predetermined maximum value, and current
limiting action is initiated. If the battery temperature
increases above a predetermined maximum limit, the
high-temperature detector senses the fault and causes
the current sensor scale changer to increase the
effective current sensor gain. Thus the current limiting
action will occur at a lower current level as determined
by the scale-changer characteristics. Similarly, if
the battery voltage and temperature increase above a
predetermined characteristic, then an error signal 62
is generated. Existence of a large error signal
(61 and/or 62 ) will cause the NOR gate output to be
zero (it is positive for negative values of 61 and 6 2 )
thereby inhibiting AND gates 1 and 2. This action will
turn the power switch off if it is on, or will inhibit
turn-on if it is off. This action effectively reduces
the duty cycle and will continue until the battery
protection error(s) are reduced to acceptable values.
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Note that the transition from the normal tracking
mode to a protected mode, and between the various
protective modes, is automatic and is performed
continuously.
4.3 High-Speed MPT Circuits
The implementation of the high-speed MPT concept required
that many different control circuits be developed. The
schematic diagrams for the high-speed MPT Control Unit
and Battery Module are shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 respectively.
Some circuits used in the low-speed system have been carried
over with little or no changes (e.g., the power switch drive
circuitry is almost identical to that used in the previous
system). Selected circuits from the high-speed MPT system
are described below. Deviations from the low-speed circuits
are noted when applicable. It should be noted that the
implementation of the second generation MPT concept was
designed to demonstrate feasibility and that the results
may not reflect the optimum circuit configuration.
4.3.1 Power Sensor Circuit
One of the more significant requirements placed on
the MPT system is that of having the capability of
sensing and producing a signal proportional to in-
stantaneous array power, with a response time com-
patible with system speed. While there is no severe
accuracy requirement, the power sensor output must
be monotonically related to its input and must operate
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efficiently in that insertion and operating losses must
be small relative to the measured power.
There were basically two schemes considered for this
purpose which appear capable of fulfilling the basic
requirements. Hall effect circuits appear well suited
to such an application. Hall multipliers are available
with isolated inputs, frequency responses through i00 kHz
and reasonable specifications of residual outputs and
temperature coefficients. Units are available as off-
the-shelf items with current ratings through 40 amperes
and low insertion losses. In order to sense voltage,
a resistor would be connected in series with the Hall
element, directly, and the combination connected between
the array terminals. The penalty to be paid in this
case for such a simple arrangement is the relatively
high Hall-element current required. For a full-scale
output of 60 millivolts, a Hall element current of
about 300 milliamperes is required. Assuming this oss
to occur at maximum array power which would occur near
maximum array voltage, a power loss of 30 watts would
occur for a maximum power voltage of i00 volts. This
is clearly excessive for array powers much less than
30 kilowatts.
The scheme implemented is one which takes advantage of
the fundamental relationship between the voltage on a
capacitor and the current and time required to develop
that voltage. A means for implementing a d-c power
sensor in this manner is explained below.
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Figure 4-7 shows a Functional Diagram of this scheme.
MAGNETIC
CORE
_ IG
SENSE
WINDING
OFF-SCALE INDICATOR
RESET
vol 
RESET ICIRCUIT
RESET
SWITCH
__ TO LOAD
TO DETECTOR
_" )V°
Figure 4-7. DC Power Sensor Functional Diagram
Circuit action is assumed to begin with the reset
circuit action which opens the RESET SWITCH and initiates
the I d generator.
The voltage, V o, is the output of the indicated R-C
network and may be expressed in terms of the Laplace
transform after the reset switch is opened at t = 0 as:
v (s) vG(s)= (4.1)
o 1 + SRC
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In the time domain (considering V G _ constant over the
sampling interval).
V (t)= V[i-o G e-t/RC] (4 2)
For period of time, tl, much smaller than the time
constant, RC, results in the linear approximation,
VGt 1
V (t = tl)_ (4 3)
o RC
If the remaining circuitr_ indicated in Figure 4-Z
satisfies the relationship,
tl = KIIG, (4.4)
then
V G K 1
V o (t = tl) _ R---_-- KIKG - RC PG (4.5)
where
K 1 is a proportionality constant.
PG is the generator power to be measured.
t I is the time at which reset circuit
action occurs.
The output voltage waveform will appear as shown in
Figure 4-8.
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V o
Vo(t I )
POWER-TIME
RELATIONSHIP _
RESET TIME_(t2-tl)
T t 1 t 2 TIME
t=o
Figure 4-8. Output Voltage Waveform
The dashed line in Figure 4-8 represents the sensed
Power-time relationship. If
(t 2 - tl)<<t I, (4.6)
then the average voltage also is proportional to the
power which indicates that an ordinary, average reading
voltmeter may be employed as a readout device.
The manner in which the current-to-time conversion
as described by equation (4.4) is achieved is as
follows.
For I d = 0, the state of the magnetic core (indicated
in the schematic diagram) is described by Figure 4-9.
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-H G (DUE TO]. G) +H S MAGNETIC FIELD
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_ Hc
CORE STATE FOR H d = 0
(i.e.: I d= 0)
Figure 4-9. Magnetic Core Characteristics and State for
I d = 0 and I G Present
The I d generator action (initiated at zero time, by
the reset circuit) causes a ramp current, I d, to flow
with characteristics as shown in Figure 4-10.
L_
T
t=O
TIME
Figure 4-10. Id Characteristics
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This causes an increasing magnetic field intensity
(Hd) in the core in a direction opposite to that of
-H G. This field instensity adds algebraically with
-H G. The direction of H d is indicated in Figure 4-9
as is the resultant field intensity, H
c
Figure 4-11 shows the various field intensities de-
scribed above as a funcion of time.
H
Hs
H I
0
-H I
-H s
-H G
RESULTANT MAGNETIC
F_ELD INTENSITY, H C _
• H _ __(_ ';
"ld H c = H d - H G
TIME
Figure 4-11. Core Field Intensity vs. Time
As the resultant field intensity becomes equal to +H I
at (t = t a) and the core becomes unsaturated, a voltage
is induced in the sense winding of the core which can be
sustained until H c = +H s at (t = tb). This voltage is
amplified and used to initiate reset circuit action•
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This action is such as to: (a) momentarily close the
reset switch thereby discharging the capacitor, C, to
zero voltage and (b) to reduce I d to zero current.
It is assumed that the time required for reset action
is small. It is further assumed that reset action occurs
at t = ta, therefore, ta is the same as t I in equation (4.4).
In this case, then, t a will vary with and be approximately
proportional to the magnitude of H G and, therefore, I G.
This approximation will improve in terms of sensor
accuracy as the ratio of H G to H 1 increases.
The I d generator is actually a current sawtooth oscillator
whose maximum current amplitude related by the magnetic
circuit to the maximum current (I G) to be expected in a
particular situation. _nis oscillator may be reset to
zero at any time by the reset circuit action as already
described. When the generator current, IG, is zero or
in the wrong direction, the current sensor will not
operate as described. Additional logic circuits would
be required to hold the reset switch closed forcing
V o to zero.
The need for this logic is eliminated by placing an
appropriate bias on the core by modifying the Id generator
such that it contains adequate negative bias in its
waveform. This is illustrated in Figure 4-12.
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//
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TIME
Figure 4-12. Practical Id Generator Characteristic
In this case, -Id(0) must be sufficient to reset the
core to an operating condition more negative than -H s
enabling the generation of sense pulses for conditions
of zero IG. The zero I G condition results in a zero
or minimum indication at the power-sensor output.
Conditions of excessive IG or of I G in the wrong direction
result in an off-scale indication to the detector or
readout device.
4.3.2 Peak Power Detector Circuit
The high-speed MPT system requires a peak-detector circuit
which performs the same basic functions as were required
in the low-speed system. However, the high-speed circuit
must perform these operations within a short sampling-
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interval. A power comparison and either information
storage or peak detection is performed within a five
microsecond sampling time. The circuit is shown in
Figure 4-13.
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Figure 4-13. Peak Power Detector Circuit
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Before a description of circuit operation is presented,
the functions of the various circuit elements will be
described. A switched current source, which is con-
trolled by sample command A from the power sensor
logic, provides the bias current to turn difference
amplifier Q3 on or off. Capacitors Cl and C2 are used
as memory devices for instantaneous source power
information. Field-effect transistors Q2 and Q4, and
diodes CRI, CR2, and CR3, are used to maintain high
circuit impedance preventing unwanted loss of capacitor
charge which is equivalent to storage of inaccurate
information. Transistors Q1 and Q5 are used to discharge
Cl and C2 at the appropriate time in the operating
sequence. To ensure that instantaneous source power
must alternately increase and decrease, a bistable
flip-flop is included. This eliminates erroneous peak
detector output pulses which can occur as a result of
source power phase lag.
The sequence of operation is as follows:
Assume initially that capacitors Cl and C2 are discharged
and transistors QI, Q3, Q5, Q6, Q7 and the current
source are turned off. At time t o , the source power
increases and a proportional voltage from the power
sensor charges C1 during the time t I - t o . At time
tl, sample comand, A, is received from the power sensor
logic turning the difference amplifier bias current
source on. Since the voltage on C1 is greater than
that on C2, difference amplifier Q3 is unbalanced
causing complementary difference amplifier Q6 to conduct,
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charging C2 until its voltage equals that on Cl and
Q3 is restored to balance. Thus,the instantaneous
source power information is transferred from Cl to C2
which acts as a memory element. When amplifier Q6
conducts (which indicates an increase in source power)
a reset input is provided to the bistable flip-flop.
At time t2, sample command A is removed, turning
difference amplifier Q3 off. Also at time t2, sample
command B is applied which turns on QI, discharging
Cl in preparation for the next power sensor sample
cycle. At time t3, sample command B releases and the
cycle repeats beginning at time t o . If source power
continues to increase each power sensor sample period,
the circuit operation continues as described. Assume
now that the source power decreases. Thus, at time
tl, capacitor Cl is charged to a voltage which is less
than that of C2. Sample command A turns on difference
amplifier Q3 which is again unbalanced but in the
opposite manner causing complementary difference
amplifier Q7 to conduct. This action turns on Q5,
discharging C2 and resetting the peak detector.
Capacitor C2 is discharged to a voltage level equal
to that of Cl and Q3 is again restored to a balanced
condition. Q7 also provides a set input signal to
the bistable flip-flop which issues a peak detector
output pulse_ The action between times t 2 and t 3 is
as previously described for increasing power operation.
Further decreases in source power are rejected as errors
by the peak detector until a power increase to reset
the flip-flop occurs.
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4.4 Working Model
The fabrication of a working laboratory model was under-
taken to demonstrate the feasibility of the high-speed
MPT concept. The methods and techniques employed in this
breadboard set-up which can have significant effects on
the system operation are described below.
4.4.1 Basic Equipment Layout
The high-speed MPT system breadboard consists of a control
unit (CU) and a battery module (BM) as shown in Figure
4-14. An open style layout was used to facilitate
circuit testing and debugging.
I'_ATTE RYM%DU L--E ..... T CONTROL UNIT
BATTERY MODULE !
f"t 'BSENSE t"IL I !>_ !
BATTERY MODULE
BOARD 1
BAmTERY
MODULE
BOARD2
=m,¢
n
BATTERYMODULE
TERMINAL
BOARD
(FOR EXTERNAL
CONNECTIONS)
C.Uo
TERMINAL I
B__RD_,--I CONTROLUN'T 1BOARD._
CONTROLUNIT I
BOARD
1
_._ CONTROL UNIT ]
BOARD
2
CONTROLUNITBoARD4 I
]
f
I TM
I
I
I
I
]
I
]
Figure 4-14. High Speed MPT Working Model Layout
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Control circuits are constructed on vector-type circuit
boards and the circuits are generally functionally
grouped. For example, board 3 in both the control
unit and battery module each contain the complete
internal power supply for the generation of integrated
circuit bias voltages and square-wave a-c drive voltage.
The heat-sink assembly is similar in construction to
that in the low-speed MPT system and includes the
power-switching transistor, its driver circuits, the
array capacitor, and the output filter inductor.
A terminal-board is provided in the battery module
section to facilitate the connection of the solar array,
battery power, and battery sensing wires. A second
terminal board in the control unit section serves to
interconnect the two MPT sections and is also used as
the input point for control-circuit bias power.
4.4.2 Grounding and Noise Suppression
As a result of the high operating speeds of the tracker
control circuitry, the problems associated with grounding
and noise are more critical than was the case in the
low-speed system. The grounding plan adopted is shown
in Figure 4-15. This scheme and a few filters reduced
the ripple and noise on the bias power busses to tolerable
levels. Shielded cables were used for power distribution
to reduce the effects of radiated noise.
The major source of EMI is the power switching network
which is located on the heat sink assembly. To reduce
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Figure 4-15. Working Model Ground Plan
Lhe effect of this noise on the low-level circuitry,
the heat sink assembly was enclosed in an aluminum
enclosure.
4.5 Laboratory Evaluation
To demonstrate the validity of the high-speed MPT concept,
and the feasibility of the proposed control circuits, a
series of laboratory tests were performed. These tests
were designed to measure the performance capabilities of
the second generation system (as incorporated in the working
model) and provide a comparison using the low-speed system
performance as a base-line. The system tested was made
up of a control-unit, one battery module, lead-acid batteries,
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and an adjustable solar array simulator. The simulated
solar array I-V characteristic is as shown in Figure 4-16.
a. I-V Curve
A
09
_- Isc
Z
uJ
n"
>=
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< o
o
b. Typical Parameters:
Vp MAX VOC
ARRAY VOLTAGE (Vs)
I SC V0C VpMAX Pma x
(Amperes) (Volts) (Volts) (Watts)
4.0 60 48.8 195
4.0 90 78.8 315
6.0 60 43.2 259
6.0 90 73.2 439
8.0 60 37.6 301
8.0 90 67.6 541
Figure 4-16. Simulated Solar Array Characteristics
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4.5.1 Power Transfer Efficiency
The power transfer efficiency is defined as the ratio
of average MPT output power to average input power
expressed as a percentage.
x I BVBAvE AVE
_T = VSAvE x x i00ISAVE
(4.1)
Figure 4-17 for a range of array powers. The efficiency
was found to decrease for array characteristics having
lower short circuit currents. This is a result of
the power sensor full-scale range of 1500 watts (100
volts and 15 amperes) being much greater than the
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Figure 4-17. High Speed MPT Power Transfer Efficiency
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operating power levels, and the decrease in current
sensor sensitivity at low current levels. Generally,
the results are comparable to the low-speed system
performance and satisfy the 90 percent design goal.
4.5.2 Charge Current Sharing
No results are available for this parameter since only
a single channel system was constructed. The current
sharing circuit performance has not been verified.
4.5.3 Maximum Charge Rate Control
The maximum-charge-current-limit function was set to
operate at ii amperes. Limiting action appeared to
be satisfactory on an average basis, however, the
circuit action is dependent on the state of the turn-
on command (toggle output). For the single channel
system of the working model, the pulse absence detector
operates when a protection feature is initiated and
the power maximizing controls are inhibited. The
current-limit control circuits operate only during
one half-cycle of the PAD. Thus, in a multiple battery
channel system, the current limit level will tend to
be input voltage (duty cycle) dependent. Additional
logic will be required to overcome this short-coming.
4.5.4 Trickle Charge Rate Control
The trickle charge current regulation function was
set to about 300 milliamperes for the working model.
This mode of operation occurs when the battery voltage,
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battery temperature, or both, exceed safe limits as
determined by battery considerations. The same
difficulties as occurred in the maximum charge current
limit controls also apply to the trickle charge rate
controls since much of the sensing and control cir-
cuitry is common to both functions. Thus the additional
logic described in section 4.5.3 will provide a solution
for both problems.
4°5.5 Shunt Loss
The shunt loss is the power which is required by the
sensing and control circuits from the external -22.5
volt power supply. The shunt loss vs. array power
is shown in Figure 4-18. In comparing these results
to those for the low speed system, it should be noted
that the drive power for the power-switching network
450
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Figure 4-18. Shunt Loss Current vs. Array Power
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is included as part of shunt loss in the high-speed
system and as part of power-transfer loss in the low-
speed system° Power-switch drive requires approximately
160 milliamperes from the bias power supply when the
transistor switch is operating at 50 percent duty cycle.
Thus, shunt loss will decrease for higher source voltages.
Similarly, the shunt loss will increase for increasing
array current due to the current-sweep generator in
the power sensor.
4.5.6 Tracking Error
For the high-speed MPT, tracking error is best found
by comparing the average power delivered by the source
(as determined from average voltage and average current
meter readings) to the known source power at the maximum
power point. Tracking error is directly proportional to
the sensitivity of the peak detector circuit which
does not vary as a function of array power level.
Average tracking error is defined as:
p m
max Psave
ET = x i00 (4.2)
Pmax
The maximum tracking error was 14.3 percent which
occurred at an array maximum power of 230 watts and
the minimum was 5.6 percent at 380 watts. This error
is larger than that experienced for the low-speed system
because the peak detector circuit sensitivity was
reduced to eliminate the effects of noise and spurious
signals. The increased susceptability to noise is a
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direct result of the extremely wide bandwidth circuits
which are required by the high operating speed of the
MPT system.
Again, the effects of operating over a small portion
of the power sensor range (as described in section 4.5.1)
are evident. The source power change necessary to
operate the peak detector was:_P = 28 watts for an array
short-circuit current of ISC = 5 amperes, _P = 22 watts
at ISC = 6 amperes, and AP = 20 watts for ISC = 8 amperes.
The variation in _P is due to the power sensor charac-
teristic and not a change in peak-detector sensitivity.
Some improvement in sensitivity could be obtained either
by increasing the array power level or reducing the full
scale range of the power sensor circuitry.
4.5.7 Load Transient Susceptability Problem
To simulate a spacecraft power system configuration,
a PWM regulator and load were connected in parallel
with the MPT as shown in Figure 4-19. Transients were
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Figure 4-19. MPT System Test Configuration
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induced at the output of the PWMregulator to ascertain
the response of the MPT controls to load transients.
The effect of load transients on the tracking operation
was considered for transients up to 6 amperes. Sometimes,
depending on the instant of application of the transient,
the system became biased off the source maximum power
point but tracking operation was restored by the pulse
absence detector within 0.5 milliseconds. This is a
significant improvement over the low-speed system where
the maximum restore time could be one scanner cycle
(about 15 seconds) and a 1-ampere load transient was
not tolerable. The low-speed MPT problem was described
in section 3.2.4.b). When the PWM regulator load
current was increased beyond the point where the array
could meet the demand, the system reverted to a battery-
discharge mode and exhibited the hysteresis effect
which is characteristic of part-time parallel power
trackers. This effect was described in section 2.1.2.c).
4.5.8 Off-Bias Operation Problem
When the high-speed MPT is operated in parallel with
the PWM load bus regulator, as in Figure 4-19, no
interaction effects, which cause the disabling of the
tracking function, are experienced. The low-speed system
interaction problems which were encountered in this
mode of operation were described in section 3.2.4.c).
One effect of the PWM regulator connection could be
the reduction of the operating frequency of the MPT
power switch due to the capacitance of the regulator
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input filter being in parallel with the array capacitor
in the MPT. Although this does not present any critical
problems, the capacitance of the PWM regulator and the
MPT must be designed with this effect in mind in order
to control the operating frequency of the MPT. This
effect was experimentally verified.
A second possible interaction occurs when an L-C input
filter is used on the PWM regulator. This two-section
filter introduces undesired resonances which can cause
the cessation of tracking operation. This interaction
was also experimentally verified.
The PWM Regulator as used in the testing of the high-
speed MPT had no input filtering in order to avoid
the interactions described above.
4.5.9 Rapidly Varying Solar Array
To demonstrate the applicability of the high-speed MPT
to spacecraft with rapidly varying solar array char-
acteristics (e.g. spin-stabilized spacecraft with
body-mounted solar arrays), the solar array simulator
characteristics were varied. Fluctuating array char-
acteristics of this sort are caused by shadowing and
variation of the angle-of-incidence of solar energy,
both of which primarily affect the short-circuit-current
level.
These effects were simulated by sinusoidally varying
the short'circuit currents of the array simulator.
Successful tracking of the maximum power point was
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maintained for a +__50 percent current variation at
frequencies up to 200 Hz.
Thus, the high-speed MPT has demonstrated not only
conceptual feasibility but applicability to a wide
variety of missions.
4.6 Summary of Results
As a result of the severe limitations inherent to the first-
generation (or low-speed) MPT system, a second-generation
concept was developed to provide a more widely applicable
system. The high-speed system retained all the performance
features which had been incorporated into the low-speed
system.
A working laboratory model of the high-speed MPT was con-
structed and evaluated. Laboratory results demonstrated
that the basic concept was indeed feasible and that the
observed performance was comparable to that of the first
generation system. It should be noted that the goal of
the working model was to demonstrate feasibility of the
concept and that the results are not representative of
optimized circuits in an optimum configuration. It must
be recognized that circuit improvements will be required
in the future.
The most significant of the results is the elmination of
the restrictions of the low-speed system. The presence
of load transients and the non-linear input characteristic
of a PWM voltage regulator did not cause the MPT to become
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biased off the source maximum power point. In addition, the
high speed MPT system was able to maintain system operation
at the maximum power point for a rapidly fluctuating array
characteristic (as would be the case for a spin stabilized
spacecraft with a body-mounted solar array).
The second-generation MPT system provides a means of efficient
power conditioning which can result in significant increases
in space power system capability. Of additional importance
is the applicability of the basic echnology to all types of
spacecraft, and the wide variety of power system configurations
with which the high-speed MPT system concept may be used.
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5.0 PROGRAM RECOMMENDAT IONS
Consider _tion of the test results and the circuit details
of the high-speed MPT system provides several areas in
which re-evaluation and improvement could be made in the
future.
5.1 Battery Current Controls
The addition of logic functions to enable full time control
of the battery current (in current-limit or trickle-change
modes) by closed-loop regulator techniques is desirable.
This circuitry may take the form of either an enable/disable
or a modulator function. Inclusion of this recommendation
in a multi-channel system may be necessary to ensure proper
operation and prevent interaction between battery modules.
5.2 Power Sensor Circuit
The present power sensor circuit samples source power at
rates between 30 and i00 kHz which necessitates the use
of wideband control circuits in the control unit. A
method of decreasing this bandwidth requirement, thereby
reducing tracking error by permitting increased peak
detector sensitivity, is desirable. One possible method
is to incorporate a power sensor having a continuous analog
output in place of power sampling scheme. It is recommended
that an investigation be made to devise a way to do this,
possibly using a Hall-effect multiplier if the insertion
power loss as described in section 4.3.1 can be reduced
to acceptable levels.
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5.3 Multiple Battery Channel Operation
The MPT working model as constructed is comprised of a
control unit and one battery module. This system does
not demonstrate multiple-battery channel operation or
permit evaluation of the current sharing controls. Therefore,
a system of several battery modules (in a modular form)
should be built to serve as an experimental system model
to demonstrate the full capabilities of the high-speed
MPT.
5.4 System Operating Frequency
In the design and development of the high-speed MPT as
described in this report, the effects of the array capacitor
and the output inductor have been both observed and nominally
designed. However, on the basis of the system tests and
performance evaluation, the methods for the selection of
the optimum-values for these components should be inves-
tigated in detail. A derivation of an analytical expression
for the scan frequency and the tracking error would be
required to insure proper tracking operation, adequate
design margins in the control and sensing circuits, and
provide a satisfactory range of operating frequencies for
both nominal and worst-case design philosophies.
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APPENDIXI
PO%_RTRACKERP_FORMANCEANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
The comparison of three power-tracker configurations presented in Paragraph
2.1.2 is based on the assumption that the most desirable performance is achieved
when the battery charge is maximized. A detailed analysis of the reasons for
this assumption is presented herein. The values of shunt losses and line drops
used in this analysis are assumed and are considered typical of solar-array power
subsystems like Nimbus B. The parameters and assumed values are shown in Table I-1.
TABLE I-i
PARAMETER VALUE ASSUMED
Array Output Worst-Case at End of
Life (12 Months)
Storage Cell Output at +25°C
and 95% State of Charge
Worst-Case at End of
Life (12 Months)
COMMENTS
Solar-Array I-V
Characteristic
Storage-Cell I-V
Characteristic
Number of Batteries 8 23-Cells per Batterx
Shunt Losses at:
PWM Load-Bus Regulator
Output
Series-Tracker Output or
Parallel-Tracker Input
Unregulated Bus
TOTAL (During Charge)
Line Drops
Array-Blocking Diode
Path (DI)
Battery-Output
Isolation-Diode Path (D2)
Line-Isolation Diode
Path (03)
5 watts
0.176 ampere
O.176 ampere
h
0.352 amperes
1.8 volts
0.45 volt
0.35 volt
0.9Efficiency Factor
Fixed
At Unregulated-Bus
Voltage Level
Battery Voltage
(during charge)
At Unregulated Bus
Fixed for all FWM devices
(Series Tracker, Parallel
Tracker, Load-Bus Regula-
tor, and Discharge Regulator)
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B. ANALYTICALCALCULATIONS
The following paragraphs of this Appendix contain step-by-step calculations
for the Series-configuration Power Tracker. These calculations are typical
of the analytical method used to evaluate any of the power-tracker configurations
studied. The calculations shown in B.9 through B.lh are based on a battery-
discharge condition.
I. Input Parameters
Assuming equilibrium array temperature, the tracker input parameters for
the array output at 40°C (Pmax) are as follows:
V = 38 volts
ma_
I = 9.52 amperes
max
The tr_cker input voltage is given by
Vin = Vma x - VDI = 38.0 - 1.8 = 30.2 volts
The tracker inout power (Ps) is
Ps = Vin Imsx = 36.2V x 9.52A = 345 watts
2. Output Power
The tracker output power (PT) is the total of all tracker modules.
It is determined, using efficiency factors, as follows:
PT = PS _T = 345Wx 0.9 = 310 watts
I-2
. Charge Current
A total _qarge current (Ich) of 4 amperes was used.
4. Battery Charge Voltage
Battery I-V characteristics were used to dsbermine the battery charge
_ltage (VBc). A value of 31.42 volts at a charge current of 4.0 amperes
was used.
. Output Current
The total trac!_r output current (IT) was calculated as follows:
PT
IT = = 9.86 amperes
VBC
@ Load-Bus Regulator Input C_rent
The PW_¢ load-bus regulator input current (Io) was determined by:
Io = IT - Ich - Ish = 5.51 amperes
_ere
Ish = O.352A
o Load-Bus Regulator Input Voltage
The P_,2_ load-bus re@_lator input voltage (Vo) was calculated as:
Vo = VBC - VD2 = 30.97 volts
I-3
where
VD2 = 0.45 volts
8. Load-Bus Regulator Output Power
The PWN load-bus regulator output power to spacecraft loads (PL) was
as foll ows :
PL = Volo_c - 5W = (30.97V) (5.51a)(.9)-5 = _8._ watts
where
_ = 0.9 and 5 watts is the V R.shunt loss at The results of this
calculation (Ich = 4 amperes, PL = 148.5 watts) are shown in Figure 2-6 for
the series tracker.
@ Battery Dis charge Current
A total battery discharge current (IBd) of 2 amperes was assumed.
i0. Battery Discharge Voltage
Using battery I-V chsracteristics, the battery discharge voltage (VBD)
was found to be 29.64 volts for a battery discharge oArrent of 2 smperes.
ll. Output Current
The tracker output current (IT ) was calculated as follows:
310 watts = i0.44 smperes
IT = 29.64a MP
T-4
PLoad-Bus Regulator Input Current
The total PWM load-bus regulator input current (Io) was:
Io = _ + IBd - Ish - 12.09 amperes
wh ere
Ish is the total of the shunt loss currents.
13. Load-Bus Regulator Input Voltage
The P_ load-bus regulator input voltage (Vo) was determined as:
vo - vBd- vD2- 29.19wl_
14. Output Power
The F_M load-bus regulator output power to spacecraft loads (PL) was
as follow s:
PL = loVo_c - 5W = 312 watts
The results of this calculation (IBD = 2 amperes, PL " 312 watts) for the
series are shown in Figure 2-6 for the series-tracker configuration.
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APPENDIXII
GRAPHICALANALYSISOFMPTSYSTEMOPERATION
A. GENERAL
A graphical approach for ascertaining instantaneous behavior of a power
tracker system is discussed in the following paragraphs. This analysis is
presented in addition to and in contrast with the analyses of Section 2.2.
The method of graphical _alysis of the MPTsystem may be derived through
consider_,tion of the fumamental power relationships which exist in the
system. The analysis is primarily concerned with a part-time parallel
tracker, h_ever, t.he effects of the series vs. parallel and full-time vs.
part-time configurations will be pointed out.
Neglecting losses, a basic power equation describing the system is:
Ps = PL + _ (II-l)
where:
Ps is instantaneous source or array power
PL is instantaneous load power
Pb is instantaneous battery power where
(+) indicates charging,
(-) indicates discharging.
Figure II-i is a unidirectional _raph of equation (II-!).
II-I
Figure II-]. Graph of Equation, Ps " PL + Pb
This _raph, alone, is inadequate to describe the desired relationships between
the terms for variations in array, losd, and batter_'. Additional dimensions
must be included. Both current and voltage are directly involved in the power
system analysis. However, since knowledge of any two of the parameters (p,v,_)
uniquely determines the third, there is little to be gained in employing all
three. Voltage is _enerally employed as a coH_on denominator in system analysis,
and, inasmuch as the power system output is a regulated voltage rather than
a regulated current, this parameter will be employed here.
The solar array Ps-Vs characteristic is shown typically in Figure 11-2. T_e
maximum power point coordirmtes are delineated as Psm and Vsm for power and
II-2
and voltage respectively. This is a graph of power available from the array
as related to its terminal voltage.
v
n-
w
>-
n-
SHORT Vsm OPEN CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT VOLTAGE, Vso c
ARRAY VOLTAGE (v s)
Figure 1I-2. Typical Solar Array Ps-Vs Characteristic
Load power may be related to the F_ regulator input voltage as shown in Figure 11-3.
This graph shows an ideal regulator with a pure resistive load, RL. It is
obvious that vs must always be greater than Vrb in order to preserve the regulated
system output.
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(Vrb)2
PL = --_L = CONSTANT
INSTANTANEOUS ARRAY VOLTAGE (v s)
_v = Vregulated bus_, Vrb
Figure 11-3. Load Power-Regulator Input Voltage Characteristic
The battery pb-Vb relationship is shown in Figure II-h(a). Here power may
be battery input (charging) or battery output (discharging). This graph
shows instantaneous power transfer for some arbitrarily chosen state-of-charge
and lifetime. The _raph should be made to follow normal battery behavior
with a shift to the right as the state-of-charge increases and to the left
as it decreases. In addition, VBC and VBD will diverge as opersting life
proceeds. A reasonable linear approximation to the Pb-Vb characteristic
is shown in Figure II-4(b).
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Figure II-4. Battery Pb -Vb
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The assumption must be made that the system voltage level constraints:
Vbd _> Vrb
are satisfied.
Vsm > Vbc
(II-2)
B. ANALYSIS BY OPerATING MODES
The overall operation of the MPT is non-linear but my be considered in three
operating modes.
le Discharge (Night) Mode
Battery dischsrge during spacecraft night is represented by equation (ll-1)
with
Ps = O, or
-Pb = PL
(11-3)
This indicates that the load power is being supplied by the battery.
The graphical representation is found by summing the p-v characteristics
of the battery and the load as is shown in Figure II-5. Note that the
battery discharge equals the load power as indicated by the intersection
of the Vbd line with the PL line. This analysis is valid for both
series and parallel tracker configurations.
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v
Vrb Vbd
BATTERY VOLTAGE (Vb)
IL
Figure TT-5. Operationg Point for Battery Discharge (Ps = O)
2. Normal Tracking (Day)Mode
The second mode of operation is the normal or tracking mode. The MPT
switching action causes the array operating point to be at or near
the maximum power point. The parallel tracker configuration will
be _alyzed.
Full graphical evaluation of Equation (II-I) requires a conversion of
the coordinates of Figure 11-29 11-3 and 11-4, in order to make them
co_atible. The ordinates of these figures are expressed in terms
of power and will need no transformation since it is assumed, for
purposes of this analysis, that losses in the D_T are negligible.
The abscissas, on the other hand, are in terms of battery and array
volts. For convenience, the abscissa of Figure 11-4 (in terms of
battery volts) will be transformed to array volts. The resulting
battery characteristic will be equated to the array and load char-
acteristics and a graphical solution to Equation (II-i) will be
evaluated.
The battery voltage, Vb, and the array voltaEe , Vs, are related by
the MPT power switch duty-cycle as:
where:
v = -- (II-_)
C_ is the power switch duty cycle
The abscissa of Figure ll-h is divided byC_and the composite p-v
characteristic of battery and load vs. array voltage is constructed
as shown in Figure II-6. Note that this characteristic is only a
valid model when ps>p L and the battery is not discharging. The
other cases will be considered in Paragraph B.3.
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•Figure II-6. Graph of p - PL + Pe
Figure 11-7 is a complete graph of Equation (II.I) with the solution
indicated as that intersection of the array and load-battery char-
acteristics which satisfies the equation. Note that variation of
will vary the load-battery characteristic abscissa and that maximum
battery charging power will be obtained for the condition,
Vbc =
-_ Tam (II-_)
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Figure 1"1-7. Graph of Ps = PL + Pb versus vs
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It must be noted that the battery always clamps the MPT output and
the regulator input when ps< PL" This being the case, the load-
battery characteristic may exist only between Vbec and Vbc , including
the battery charge characteristic as shown on Figure II-8. There
are several cases of general interest for which this analysis becomes
limited.
pA
/
EFFECTIVE BATTERY/
LOAD PV
CHARACTERISTIC
j OPERATING POINT
6 =
Vbc
¢1
Figure 11-8. Simplified Graph of Ps " PL + Pb
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For small values of C_, the load-battery characteristic is shifted
to the right causing Vboc/C(and Vbc/gKto diverge. This condition
is shown on Figure II-9 for the actual battery power curve. As
the operati_E point (O.P.) approaches Vboc/C_ , the battery approaches
zero charge current, and the relationships derived for the part-time
HPT are not vslid and therefore do not apply. For a full-time tracker
the analysis remains valid with the battery discharging. As the
operating point approaches Vsoc, the battery assumes more and more
of the load and within the limits, when Vbd/_ equals Vsoc, the
battery supplies the entire load. The analytical relationships
are not applicable _or operation when v
bd _Vso c which is an impossible
operating point. These conditions occur, however, well above normal
array operating points since the MPT will maintain operation at or
near the maxim,_ power (Psm) point, except under certain transient
conditions.
For large values of _(approaching 1.0), there exists a possibility
of multiple operating points for full-time trackers as indicated in
Figure II-i0. Here, there are three possible operating points
indicated for one condition of battery, load and array characteristics.
However, since this is not within the normal region of operation and
might occur only under transient conditions it is not of primary
coz cern. In addition, the MPT circuitry will not allow continued
operation at any of these points since the array would not be
operating at its maximum power point.
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Figure II-9. Location of Operating Point for Small Values of
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_I_L -- __ CHARGE
DISCHARGE
OP2
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Figures II-lO. Multiple Operating Points for Large Values of _X
Normal operation of the MPT would cause the battery characteristic to in-
tersect the srr_y at or about the Psm point as shown on Figure II-Ii. In
actuality, the vb characteristic will oscillate about the Psm point at the
scan frequency as determined by the system dynamic properties.
3. Full-time System Mode
Thus far, the system characteristics have been considered from the
standpoint that the available array power is in excess of Iced demand and
batteries have been charging continuously. For the full-time systems, as
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D,m
PL
V$
Figure 11-11. Location of Operating Poir_ for Normal MPT Operation
the name implies, maximum array power is delivered to the spacecraft regardless
of load. For the c andition where load demand exceeds the array cspability, the
difference between load and arr_ is supplied by battery in the manner depicted
in Figure 11-12. In the pert-ti_ psrallel tracker system, peak loading
will result in m_ off-bias condition in which the arr_ operating point
voltage becomes equal to the battery discharge voltage. This is sho_n in
Fig ure I1-13.
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Figure 11-12. Peak Load H_dling for F_ll-Time Tracker Systems
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Figure II-l]. Peak Load-Handling for Part-Tiros Parallel Tracker
Systems
An alternate representation of Figure II-13 is shown on Figure 11-14.
Here, the array and battery characteristics have been combined to
form "available power vs. source voltage" characteristics. This
is achieved by inverting the battery discharge characteristic and
affixing its open circuit voltage point to the array power char-
act_ristic._ere Vbo c -v s. This is the effective characteristic
presented to the PWM regulator input by the combined array-MPT-battery
components of the system.
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APP_D]I III
DERIVATIONOFANEXPRESSIONFORSCANFREQUENCY
The frequency at which the system oscillates about the maximumpower
point in a steady-state condition (scan frequency, fs ) may be evaluated
in terms of the system parameters. A derivation follows:
erateatichthepower tchdutycycleischned(d )dtis
defined as r (%/second) and R - r/lO0. This number is a function of the
system scan generator and PWN characteristics and may be quite easily evaluated
or tailored to some desired value.
T-ne array or source voltage is given as a function of the PWH output (or
battery) voltage and duty-cycle as:
Vs = VB/_
and
where the polarity relationship is:
dV
if d_>O, then _ --R
dVs dO(
if _KO, then _ = + R
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The basic relation between time and source voltage is
dv
dt = (_t) = dt dV s
if the source voltage limits are defined as
V = upper scan limit of some voltage
SU
VsL = lower scan limit, of source voltage
and assume that the sweep is towards VsL , then, from Figure III-I,
rv()s dV S
vsl
Vs u
VSL
OURCE
I
I
I
I
I
I
t u t L
-'- TIME
Figure III-i. Incremental Source Characteristic
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integrsting
tI - tu = At =
evaluating the integr and
dt i i
_ (_s_ -_
,-_j (_'_) vb dt
since source voltage is assumed to be decreasing,
then
and
d_ss VBR
but, making the substitution
VB
C_=-V -
s
becomes
dt
_V-
S
-VB2
I
VBRVs 2
" RV-V-F
S
III-3
Substituting_ back into the integral,
_t
SU
_t
VB VsL
NU
VsL
= _-_--B_V dVs
S
SU
z_t - --if-- -.v-ls_
and the full scan period is given by
2VB ( 1Ts - 2_t_-_-- VsL
therefore, the scan frequency is
I R
1 m_ )fs " r-" 2vB (_LS SU
It now remains to fully characterize VsL and Vsu
other pertinent system parameters.
in terms of the array and
The system will shift the system operating point voltage above and below that
of the a rr_ maximum power point (Psm) in the manner described in Paragraph 2.3
in this report. The criterion for reversal of the scan direction is a red_ction
of the MPT output (or battery) current by some amount less than a previous
m-4
value. This represents the peak detector sensitivity, AI B. Output power
variation is then
_Po = A_VB
In terms of source power,
AP _IBV B
_p = __° =
s
where _T is the MPT power transfer efficiency (variations of _T with power
level) should be accounted for in arriving at an accurate estimate of fs"
Instantaneously,
APs
VB
= I_ 1 AIB"
The expression fc_ the instantaneous power being delivered from the solar
array, can now be written
Ps " Psm - APs
Ps " Psm- AiB.
A relationship which has been found to yield satisfactory approximations to
solar array l-V characteristics in the first quadrant is
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= I-B (_CVs 1Is sc -i
(where I is the short circuit current of the solar arrsp ) for a given
SC
solar array temperature.
The constants (B and C)may be determined via an appropriate algorithm.
Temperature dependence was not, included in this relationship because of
the added complexity.
The instantaneous delivered array power is given as
Ps = Vsls = Vslsc - BVs (_CVs -i)
At this point hhere are two methods of solution:
A. Analyticsl Solution
The power relationship is
(_ CVs ) - Ap sVslsc - BVs -I = Psm
which, at the limits VsL and Vsu , becomes
(_ CVs ) =Vslsc " BVs -i Psm
VB Ai B
_T
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This is a transcendental equation with at least two roots
Vsl - VsL
Vs2 = Vsu
Several numerical techniques are available for solution and, in fact, solution
will be considerably _xpedited through digital computer techniques. This
method would necessarily require evaluation of the constants, B and C.
B. Graphical Solution
The basic power equation still governs
VB_ iB
Ps = Psm -
Here, Ps is described by a characteristic P-V curve for the desired solar
array and a specific set of conditions. The solutions to the equation are
the intersections of the P -V
S S
power
curve with a llne representing a constant
VB Ai B
Psm _T
This is shown on Figure 111-2.
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Figure III-2. Graphical Solution to Power Equation
Note that the tracking error may be easily derived by a small extension
of the above derivation
Ps = Psm T \ /
= Psm
HI-8
where
gives the tracking error of the MPT system.
The tracking error may be considered as a quality factor or figure of merit
for the MPT system, and is further defined as
AP s
= PSU
which is in effect a measure of with which the MPT comes to actually operating
at the m_ximtm power point of the source.
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